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SECTION II – HOW GRAIN DRIES

Grain is usually harvested at high moisture contents to
minimize field losses. To reduce the moisture to a safe
storage level, you'll need to artificially dry the grain to
prevent spoilage.

Applying air and heat to the grain is basically the
same in all drying. A fan picks up air carries it over an
energy source (gas, electric, solar, etc.) to improve its
moisture-holding capability, pushes the air through the
grain mass to absorb the moisture from the grain, and
then carries it outside the system.

Fig. 1 shows some of the equipment used for in-bin
drying.

Figure 1  The standard components common to all drying bins.

Allowable Storage Time

Many factors – such as insects, rodents, and bacteria –
affect the condition of stored grain. But fungi or mold is
the primary concern. A combination of high moisture
content and high temperature leads to fast mold growth
and rapid spoilage. However, when the moisture content
is low enough, all mold growth stops – even at high
temperatures.

Grain temperature and moisture content determine
the allowable storage time or how long grain can be
kept before it spoils. Allowable storage time gives an
estimate of how long you have to dry grain before it
spoils and how long you can maintain grain quality in
storage.

Table 1
Allowable Storage Time for Shelled Corn*
Low Temperature & Solar Grain Drying Handbook, MWPS-

22 1st edition, 1980. (c) Midwest Plan Service, Ames, Iowa
50011

Allowable storage time begins at harvest. Corn has
only one life, and all time after harvest is part of that life.
The temperatures in Table 1, are grain temperatures and
not necessarily air temperatures. Grain temperatures can
increase rapidly without proper aeration.

The values in Table 1 also assume that the corn is
clean with a minimal amount of mechanically damaged
kernels. Increasing the mechanical damage by 10%, can
cut the allowable storage time by half (1). Corn contain-
ing a large amount of fine material will also have a
shorter allowable storage time.

Examples Of Allowable Storage Time Estimations:

Example 1: Assume you harvested 26% corn with a 
grain temperature of 60 degrees F. How 
long do you have to safely dry that corn?

Answer: 26% at 60 degrees F must be dried 
within 8 days.

Example 2: If at the end of 4 days the corn is dried 
to 18% and cooled to 50 degrees F, how 
long can you safely store that corn?

Answer: 26% corn at 60 degrees F, stored for 4 
days has used one-half of its total storage 
life. Drying the grain to 18% and cooling 
it to 50 degrees F does not mean you 
can store that grain for 128 more days. 
One-half of the allowable storage time 
has already been used, so the actual time 
remaining is only 64 days.

Drying and storage systems are designed around this
allowable storage time table. This makes sure that you
properly condition the grain before spoilage occurs – to
a moisture content for suitable safe storage.

Proper Moisture Levels For Safe Storage

The following moisture content levels are
recommended to safely store corn on the farm:

• 17% is considered low enough if corn is to be fed 
to livestock during the winter.

• 15% is recommended for corn that is to be 
removed from storage before the start of summer.

• 13% is recommended for corn that is to be carried 
into the summer or stored longer then 1 year.

Safe storage is dependent upon a good aeration
system that is well managed. Section 15 discusses
proper grain storage management.

Corn Storage Corn Moisture Content
Temperature ˚F 15% 18% 20% 22% 24% 26% 28% 30%

Days Storage Time Allowed

70˚ 125 31 16 9 6 5 4 3

60˚ 225 56 28 17 11 8 7 5

50˚ 384 128 63 37 25 18 14 12

40˚ 864 288 142 84 56 41 32 27

35˚ 1140 432 214 126 85 62 49 40



Equilibrium Moisture Content

When grain is exposed to dry air, it loses moisture
until a certain point is reached. This is the equilibrium
point – the point when continued contact with the
drying air results in no further moisture reduction.

The final moisture content of the grain is determined
by the amount of moisture in the drying air. This is
measured in terms of relative humidity. Relative
humidity is the ratio of the amount of water vapor
actually in the air to the maximum amount the air can
hold. The lower the ratio (20% or 30% for instance), the
drier the air.

Research has determined what combinations of 
relative humidity and temperature are required to give a
specified, final grain moisture content. Our field
experience has shown that adequate results can be
obtained if the temperature is ignored. This makes the
control and operation easy. And this method has given
years of proven results.

Table 2 shows the moisture content corresponding to
different relative humidity air.

Equilibrium Moisture Contents

Table 2 60% relative humidity air is not uncommon in the
fall. Leaving the grain in contact with very dry air will overdry the
grain.

If you need 14% corn, you'll need 70% relative
humidity air (see Table 2). Air at 60% and lower is
possible in the fall. This would overdry the corn. So it's
possible to overdry grain without using heat. But, if the
weather favored a relative humidity of 80%, the corn
would never dry to 14%.

Luckily, grain also rewets. After a period of extremely
dry weather when the bottom layer of grain has been
overdried, moist air entering the bin will transfer
moisture to the dry grain on the bottom. The "dried" air
then moves up the grain mass and drying continues.

Because of the average relative humidities and
temperatures that occur during the fall drying season,
corn will not rewet much above 17%. Generally, corn
will rewet to within 1 percentage point below the
equilibrium moisture level given in Table 2.

Heat

Heat is added to a drying system for two basic
reasons – to control the relative humidity of the drying
air and to increase the drying capacity. Heat reduces the
relative humidity of the drying air, which allows it to
carry more moisture. Each 20 degrees F increase in air
temperature will reduce the relative humidity by half.
For example, if we heat 60 degree F air with 80%

relative humidity to 80˚F, the new relative humidity of
that air will be 40%. Heating that air to 100˚F, will lower
the relative humidity to 20%.

In layer fill and low temperature drying systems, the
primary concern is controlling the relative humidity of
the drying air to produce the desired final moisture
content. You'll need effective controls and proper
operation to assure that enough heat is added to
achieve the required relative humidity – yet prevent
overdrying.

With high temperature drying systems, the concern
is drying capacity. Air dries grain. Heat simply allows air
to remove more water. Heating 60˚F air to a 
140˚F drying temperature will increase the water
carrying capabilities of that air by approximately 10
times. Obviously, at these high temperatures, there is a
tremendous potential to overdry the grain. High
temperature drying systems are designed to limit the
time the grain is exposed to these drying temperatures
to provide the final moisture content desired.

Temperature

Excessive kernel temperatures can damage the grain
kernel. Maximum temperatures differ, depending on the
final use of the corn.

• 110˚F for seed corn.
• 140˚F for corn to be milled for cornstarch, 

gluten, oil, etc.
• 180˚F for corn to be fed to livestock.

These are kernel temperatures – not air temperatures.

As moisture evaporates, cooling results. The actual
kernel temperature is usually lower than the air
temperature. The same principle applies to perspiration.

Evaporation cools a person just as evaporation cools
the kernel in drying.

Drying air temperatures above 400˚F have been used
in special systems. The grain is not left in contact with
the drying air very long. It's therefore still giving up
moisture, and the evaporative cooling process keeps the
kernel temperature within acceptable levels.

Airflow

Fans are used to move air through the grain mass. 
The amount of air is measured in cubic feet per

minute (cfm).
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Relative 
humidity % 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Corn % 7 8 10 11 13 14 16 18

Figure 2 A 10,000-cfm fan can move
enough air in one minute to empty an area
10' high, 20' wide, 50' long.



Fans are rated on their ability to move air against a
resistance. Air flow decreases as resistance increases.
Restricting airflow reduces the cfm, just as partially
blocking the end of a garden hose reduces the gallons
per minute delivered. In grain drying, the restriction or
amount of resistance is referred to as static pressure. It is
measured in inches of water column.

Figure 3  The pressure pushes the water down on one side of
the u-tube which, in turn, raises it on the other side. The difference
of these two levels is the static pressure (measured in inches).

Static pressure (airflow resistance) varies with several
factors. Larger grains like corn and soybeans have larger
open spaces between seeds and offer less resistance to
airflow. Smaller grains like oats, wheat, or milo which
pack tightly in a bin, create a greater resistance to
airflow.

Figure 4  Resistance depends on the type of grain. Larger grains
like corn, soybeans, and sunflower seeds provide bigger open
spaces between seeds and offer less resistance to airflow. Smaller
grains like oats, milo, or wheat pack tighter in a bin and offer
greater resistance. (2)

Air velocity also affects static pressure. The faster the
air must move through the grain, the greater the resist-
ance the fan must overcome. This can also be related to

pumping water through a hose. Pumping 50 gallons
per minute through a 1" diameter hose will require
much more pressure than pumping 10 gallons per
minute through that same hose.

Grain depth and grain cleanliness will also have a
tremendous effect on static pressure and fan
performance. These two factors are discussed in more
detail in Sections 10 and 11.

To dry efficiently, it's important to understand the
effect high static pressure has on fan performance. As
static pressures increase, more and more of the fan's
horsepower is consumed just overcoming the additional
resistance, and less is available for the efficient delivery
of drying air.

Grain Drying Fans

Grain drying fans are usually either vane axial or
centrifugal.

Figure 5  Vane axial fans generally deliver more air at low static
pressures. Centrifugal fans do better at high static pressures.

Drying rates suffer when bins are overfilled. As the
depth increases, static pressure increases, reducing both
the airflow and drying rate. This affects vane axial fans
more than centrifugal fans. The importance of
controlling grain depth in a drying bin is discussed in
more detail in Section 10.

Centrifugal fans are much quieter than vane axial
fans. This is often more important than airflow when
comparing drying fans.
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Vane axial

Centrifugal



How Drying Occurs In A Bin

When dry, warm air is forced up through a layer of
wet grain, drying starts at the bottom where the air 
first enters the grain. Drying will occur in a layer
approximately 1' to 2' thick. As this layer reaches the
equilibrium moisture content, the layer above begins
drying. The layer that is being dried is referred to as the
drying zone – only the grain in this zone is drying. The
grain above this zone remains wet, while the layer
below is dry. The leading edge of the drying zone is
called the drying front. The drying zone advances up
through the grain at a rate largely determined by airflow
and the drying potential of the air.

The basic drying process will occur in every drying
system. To prevent overdrying of the grain in high
temperature drying systems, the drying zone is
manipulated through use of stirring devices and in-bin
continuous-flow drying systems. These types of drying
systems are discussed in more detail in Sections 6 and 7.

Drying Costs

The amount of energy required to dry a bushel of
grain is very similar for all the drying methods discussed
in this manual. Some methods rely on large amounts of
natural air, more than LP or natural gas, making the
purchased energy cost vary. But, the amount of total
energy required per bushel will not differ greatly,

Capital costs vary much more dramatically from
system to system. These increase as the drying speeds
and the degree of automation increases.

Figure 6  The drying zone starts at the bottom. When it reaches
the top, drying is completed. Spoilage will occur if the drying zone
doesn't reach the top within the allowable storage time (given in
Table 1).
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SECTION III – BATCH-IN-BIN DRYING

Batch-in-bin drying systems are designed to operate
on a 24 hour schedule. Drying begins as you fill the bin
and continues overnight. The next day, the grain is
cooled and transferred to another bin for storage. The
batch size should not exceed the amount of grain that
can be dried and transferred in a 24 hour period
(maximum 4' depth). Grain which will be left in the
drying bin for storage must be dried using a layer-fill
drying method.

When batch
drying, a
constant drying
temperature is
maintained for
about 20 hours.
The drying
temperature
varies depending
upon the initial
moisture content
and the harvest
capacity. The
drying
temperature
should never
exceed 140˚F.

During the actual drying process, the grain on the
bottom will be somewhat overdried, while the grain on
top will be wetter than desired. When the batch is
transferred to storage, it is mixed, and the final moisture
content is an average of the actual moisture contents in
the batch. The grain should be transferred to storage
when the average moisture content of the batch equals
the desired final moisture content (13%-17%).

The maximum batch depth is 4' because greater
depths will cause too much variation in moisture content
between the top and bottom. Two feet is a minimum
depth because an even distribution of air is difficult to
achieve at shallow grain depths.

Batch drying systems require very little baby-sitting
since removing a
point of moisture
takes about two
hours. Variations
in weather and
equipment will
not affect the
final moisture
content much
over the 20-hour
drying period.
Time clocks can
be used to auto-
matically turn the
burner off after
20 hours and
begin the cooling
process.

Managing A Batch-In-Bin Drying System:

1. Test the initial moisture content so that you
know the proper drying temperature and fill depth.

2. Use a grain cleaner to help eliminate fines and
foreign material. This will help to improve airflow and
lower drying costs.

3. Use a grain spreader. If grain piles in one spot, all
of the drying air will go up through the shallow areas.
This can lead to overdrying and increased drying costs.

4. Start fan when floor is covered. Open the roof
hatches. If the heater is controlled by a humidistat,
disconnect humidistat so that the high heat won't
damage the sensor. Use a jumper wire to replace the
humidistat. If the heater is controlled by a thermostat,
set the thermostat at 140 degrees F so that it will act as
a temperature high-limit.

5. Set burner gas pressure. Use Table 1 to determine
the BTUs/Hr. required for your system. Don't exceed 140
degrees F drying temperature. Refer to Section 9 or the
owners manual for your heater to determine the correct
gas pressure setting to deliver the BTUS/Hr. required.

6. Continue filling to the maximum
recommended depth for your system. Refer to Table 1
for the proper grain depth. Don't exceed 4'.

7. Use fan and constant heat for about 20 hours.
Sample the grain at several locations before unloading.
Remember that the grain on the bottom will be 3-5%
drier than the surface layer. Drying is complete when the
average moisture content is between 13%-17%. Actual
drying time will vary. Experience will be your best guide.

8. Turn off heater when the desired moisture
content is reached. Grain may be transferred hot if
the storage bins are properly designed for in-storage
cooling. Refer to Section 15 for information about in-
storage cooling. If not, cool grain at least one hour or
until the grain is within 5-10˚ F of the outside air
temperature.

9. Transfer batch to aerated storage. Section 15
provides information on managing dry grain in storage.

10. Layer-fill dry the final fill to prevent costly
overdrying of the grain at the bottom of the bin.

Figure 1  Drying begins as bin fills.

Figure 2  Usually, the grain on the bottom
is 3-5% drier than the surface layer. Drying
is complete when the average moisture
content is between 13% and 17%.

Figure 3   The final moisture content is averaged by the blending
occurring during transfer and from aerating in the storage bin.



Instructions For Using Table 1

A properly designed batch-in-bin system should be
based on the harvest moisture content and your harvest
capacity. You can use this information to select the
proper bin diameter that will hold your daily harvest
(not exceeding the 4' depth) and to select a fan and
heater with enough capacity.

Table 1 is a batch drying guide for shelled corn based
FS drying equipment. This table can be used to properly
size a new batch-in-bin system.

Example: Assume you can harvest 2200 Bu./Day. The
average initial moisture content is 25% and you would
like to dry your grain to an average moisture content of
15%. What size drying bin and fan and heater is
required?

Solution: Looking down the 25% initial moisture
content column you can see that a 30' diameter bin will
hold 2260 bushels at a depth of 4'. It will require a 20

Hp. fan with a heater capable of delivering
approximately 1.7 million BTUs per hour to dry 2260
bushels to 15% in a 20 hour time period.

By knowing the bin and fan size and the initial
moisture content of the corn going into the bin, you
can determine the proper fill depth and burner setting
needed to dry the corn to the desired moisture content.

Example: You have a 24' diameter bin with a 10 Hp.
fan and you want to dry 25% corn to 15%. How many
feet of corn should you put in and how many BTUs per
hour does the heater need to provide?

Solution: Find the 10 Hp. portion of the table, then
locate the 24' diameter bin coinciding with it. Go across
the row corresponding to the 15% final moisture
content until you reach the 25% column. This tells you
that the maximum fill depth is 4' (1500 bushels) and
that you should set the burner to deliver 1,119,000
BTUs/Hr.
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Table 1  Batch drying guide for shelled corn.

Initial 
moisture content

18% 20% 25% 28% 30%

Depth Btu/ Depth Btu/ Depth Btu/ Depth Btu/ Depth Btu/
(ft) Bu hr (ft) Bu hr (ft) Bu hr (ft) Bu hr (ft) Bu hr

18

21

24

21

24

30

24

30

36

13%
15%
17%

13%
15%
17%

13%
15%
17%

13%
15%
17%

13%
15%
17%

13%
15%
17%

13%
15%
17%

13%
15%
17%

13%
15%
17%

4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0

820
820

820
820

1,500
1,500

1,110
1,110

1,500
1,500

2,260
2,260

1,500
1,500

2,260
2,260

3,370
3,370

280,000
168,000

379,000
228,000

511,000
307,000

379,000
228,000

511,000
307,000

771,000
463,000

511,000
307,000

771,000
463,000

1,151,000
692,000

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

820
820
820

820
820
820

1,500
1,500
1,500

1,110
1,110
1,110

1,500
1,500
1,500

2,260
2,260
2,260

1,500
1,500
1,500

2,260
2,260
2,260

3,370
3,370
3,370

402,000
288,000
172,000

545,000
390,000
234,000

735,000
526,000
315,000

545,000
390,000
234,000

735,000
526,000
315,000

1,107,000
793,000
475,000

735,000
526,000
315,000

1,107,000
793,000
475,000

1,654,000
1,185,000

709,000

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

3.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

3.5
4.0
4.0

3.0
3.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

3.0
3.5
4.0

820
820
820

1,110
1,110
1,110

1,120
1,500
1,500

1,110
1,110
1,110

1,500
1,500

1,680
1,680
2,260

1,500
1,500
1,500

2,260
2,260
2,260

2,530
2,950
3,370

735,000
612,000
490,000

975,000
830,000
664,000

1,063,000
1,063,000

896,000

996,000
830,000
664,000

1,267,000
1,118,000

896,000

1,373,000
1,373,000
1,349,000

1,344,000
1,119,000

896,000

2,025,000
1,686,000
1,349,000

2,144,000
2,144,000
2,015,000

3.5
4.0
4.0

3.0
3.5
4.0

2.5
3.0
3.5

3.5
4.0
4.0

3.0
3.5
4.0

2.0
2.5
3.0

4.0
4.0
4.0

3.0
3.5
4.0

2.0
2.5
3.0

720
820
820

830
970

1,110

940
1,120
1,300

970
1,110
1,110

1,120
1,300
1,500

1,120
1,400
1,680

1,500
1,500
1,500

1,680
1,960
2,240

1,690
2,110
2,530

842,000
829,000
695,000

975,000
975,000
943,000

1,063,000
1,063,000
1,063,000

1,170,000
1,124,000

943,000

1,267,000
1,267,000
1,267,000

1,373,000
1,373,000
1,373,000

1,750,000
1,516,000
1,272,000

2,029,000
2,029,000
1,916,000

2,144,000
2,144,000
2,144,000

3.0
3.5
4.0

2.5
3.0
3.5

2.0
2.5
3.0

3.0
3.5
4.0

2.5
3.0
3.5

2.0
2.0
2.5

3.5
4.0
4.0

2.5
3.0
3.5

2.0
2.0
2.5

620
720
820

700
830
970

750
940

1,120

830
970

1,110

940
1,120
1,300

1,120
1,120
1,400

1,300
1,500
1,500

1,400
1,680
1,960

1,690
1,690
2,110

842,000
842,000
842,000

975,000
975,000
975,000

1,063,000
1,063,000
1,063,000

1,170,000
1,170,000
1,156,000

1,267,000
1,267,000
1,267,000

1,373,000
1,373,000
1,373,000

1,790,000
1,790,000
1,560,000

2,029,000
2,029,000
2,029,000

2,144,000
2,144,000
2,144,000
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SECTION IV – LAYER FILL DRYING

Layer fill drying is a method of drying and storing in
the same bin. Here's how it works: 

Two possible hazards to remember are (1) the
possibility of overdrying the bottom layers and (2)
spoilage occurring at the top.

You can determine the final moisture content by the
relative humidity. If too much heat is used, the
equilibrium moisture content is lowered and overdrying
results. If too much wet grain is in the bin, spoilage will
occur before the drying zone passes to the top.

To prevent these problems, you must follow specific
guidelines on the amount of wet grain placed in the
drying bin at any one time. You must also understand
how to properly set the humidistat to control relative
humidity and the final grain moisture content.

Refer to Section 2 for a discussion on equilibrium
moisture contents. The following table is based off of the
equilibrium moisture content table for corn.

Humidistat Settings For Desired Final Corn
Moisture Contents

Table 1  How to properly set the humidistat to obtain the desired
moisture content.

Batch Layer Method

You can reduce the filling and drying time for the
entire bin by turning up the heat and batch drying the
first layer. This batch dried layer will be overdried slightly
on the bottom, but it should regain some moisture by
the time you've finished drying the entire bin fill.
Rewetting grain is discussed in Section 2.

Managing A Layer Fill Drying System: Standard
Layer Fill Method.

1. Test the initial moisture content to determine
the maximum wet grain depth allowed for your system.

2. Use a grain cleaner to eliminate fines and foreign
material. This will help to increase both drying airflow
and the allowable storage time.

3. Use a grain spreader. Level spreading is important.
Grain dries faster in the low spots, resulting in overdried
grain and increased drying costs. A grain spreader also
prevents fines from concentrating in the center of the
bin.

4. Start the fan and heater when the floor is
covered. Open roof hatches. Leave the fan and heater
running and all hatches open 24 hours a day. Rain,
damp evenings, or hot dry days will not affect the
drying process.

Figure 1  Filling is done a layer at a time – not exceeding the
maximum wet grain depth.

Figure 2 As the drying front progresses up through the grain,
you can add additional layers of wet grain.

Figure 3  The bin will be filled in approximately the number of
days as shown on Table 2 on page 9. Continue running fan.

Figure 4  You should continue drying until the drying zone
reaches the top.

Relative
humidity % 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Corn% 7 8 10 11 13 14 16 18

1st fill

Wet depth

Drying Zone

Drying zone
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5. Adjust humidistat. Refer to Table 1 for the proper
humidistat setting, based on the final desired moisture
content. Adjust the burner gas pressure to give a 20
degree F maximum temperature rise. The humidistat
will turn on the heater whenever the humidity of the
drying air is higher than the humidistat setting and turn
it off after the humidity has been lowered.

6. After 24 hours sample grain on the bottom.
Humidistats provide good, but not exact, control of the
final moisture content. If the grain is still too wet, lower
the humidistat setting 10% for each point of moisture
too wet. If too dry, raise the humidistat setting. Once
adjusted, do not change – or a new drying front may
result. For future reference, remember the amount you
changed the setting on and its effect on the final
moisture content.

7. Continue filling, but don't exceed the maxi-
mum wet grain depth. Spoilage will result if too
much wet grain is placed ahead of the drying front. You 
can locate the drying front by pushing a 1/2" steel rod
into the wet grain. The rod will push easier or sink when
you reach the drying front.

8. Inspect grain daily. If crusting appears, you should
break it up and spread the grain evenly over the surface.

9. Turn off burner and cool with fan. Begin cooling
when the surface is uniformly dry. Cool to within 5-10˚ F
of outside temperatures.

10. Aerate and inspect grain periodically. Refer to
Section 15 for proper grain management procedure.

Batch/Layer Drying Method

1. Fill and dry the first batch using the Batch-In-Bin
operating procedures outlined in Section 3. Do not cool.

2. Reduce the temperature rise and start using
the humidistat control. Continue filing based on the
layer fill drying guidelines (Table 2). Delay adjusting the
humidistat setting until the second layer has dried, since
the first batch will be overdried on the bottom from the
higher drying temperature used while batch drying.

3. Unload several bushels of grain daily to allow
for possible expansion as the overdried grain at the
bottom of the bin rewets.

Additional Information

Humidistats do not perform well in cold weather
(approximately 40˚ F and below). When drying in cold
weather, use continuous heat and set the heater for a
20˚ F maximum temperature rise. Some overdrying will
occur, but the grain in the bin will dry. Turn off the fan
and heater when the temperature is near freezing.
Continue drying on warm, dry winter days and in the
spring.   

If spoilage appears, do not lower the humidistat
setting. A new drying front will start from the
bottom, and a longer drying time will result.
Instead, leave the setting as is or possibly
higher, so a new drying front doesn't begin.
Rake the crust. If this doesn't correct the
problem, you may have to remove some of the
grain.

Gas pressure settings which raise air
temperature greater than 20˚ F heat the air too
much. The humidistat turns the burner on and off or, in
other words, "cycles" it too fast. Nothing is gained by
rapid cycling since the average relative humidity
controls the final moisture content over several days.

When outdoor conditions are drier than the
humidistat setting, the burner won't operate. The drying
is proceeding as usual with only natural air, and you do
not need any other heat input. Quite often, heaters
aren't needed on nice fall days.



Instructions For Using Table 2

Table 2 is a layer fill drying guide for shelled corn
using FS drying equipment. The operating procedures
for both the standard layer fill and batch/layer method
are shown for various moisture contents and bin and fan
sizes. By knowing the initial moisture content, bin size
and fan size, you can determine the filling rate and
maximum wet depth allowable.

Example: How can you operate a layer fill drying
system equipped with a 10 Hp. fan on 24' bin drying
25% corn?

Solution: Find the 10 Hp. fan and the one 24' bin at
the left of the table. Go horizontally to the 25% column.
The standard method will require 14 days to fill, and
wet grain depth should not exceed 6.5''. You could
reduce the filling time to nine days if you batch dry the
initial 4'.

Remember, these are filling rates. The fan will
continue to operate until the top layer is dried
(approximately 10 more days in our example).
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Table 2  Layer Fill Drying Guide

Initial moisture content
18% 20% 25% 28%

Stan. Method Stan. Method Batch layer Method Stan. Method Batch layer Method Stan. Method Batch layer Method

Max. Max. Max. Using Max. With Using Max. With Using
wet Days wet Days Days batch btu/hr wet Days Days batch btu/hr wet Days Days batch btu/hr

depth to fill depth to fill to fill depth for 24 depth to fill to fill depth for 24 depth to fill to fill depth for 24 
(ft) 16' (ft) 16' 16' (ft) hrs. (ft) 16' 16' (ft) hrs. (ft) 16' 16' (ft) hrs.

1-15

1-15

1-18

1-18

1-21

1-24

1-30

1-21

1-24

1-30

1-36

1-24

1-30

1-36

140

140

205

205

278

375

560

278

375

560

844

375

565

844

10.0

12.5

12.0

15.0

13.5

12.0

10.0

16.0

14.5

12.0

9.0

16.0

16.0

13.0

3

2

3

1

2

3

5

1

1

3

6

1

1

2

7.0

10.0

8.5

10.5

9.5

8.5

7.0

11.5

10.0

8.5

6.5

12.5

11.5

9.0

8

3

7

5

6

8

10

8

5

8

12

3

4

6

5

–

4

3

2

7

5

2

3

5

9

2

2

4

4.0

–

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

228,000

–

344,000

344,000

454,000

907,000

612,000

454,000

612,000

922,000

1,377,000

612,000

922,000

1,377,000

4.5

6.5

5.5

7.0

6.0

4.5

5.5

7.5

6.5

5.5

4.0

8.5

7.5

6.0

19

11

18

13

15

24

18

11

14

18

27

9

11

16

15

8

15

8

10

19

13

7

9

14

23

5

7

12

2.5

4.0

2.5

4.0

4.0

3.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

4.0

4.0

3.5

270,000

400,000

400,000

612,000

829,000

1,170,000

1,063,000

829,000

1,119,000

1,373,000

1,435,000

1,119,000

1,686,000

2,144,000

3.5

5.0

4.0

5.0

4.5

3.5

4.0

5.5

5.0

4.0

3.0

6.0

5.5

4.5

27

18

27

20

23

34

27

18

21

27

38

15

18

24

23

16

23

14

16

29

21

12

16

22

34

10

13

20

2.0

3.0

2.0

4.0

4.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

3.5

2.5

2.0

4.0

3.5

2.5

270,000

400,000

400,000

797,000

975,000

1,170,000

1,063,000

1,080,000

1,267,000

1,373,000

1,435,000

1,457,000

2,029,000

2,144,000

Note: At 16% and below, all bins and fan combinations may be filled to 16' depth in 1 day.
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SECTION V – NATURAL AIR/LOW TEMPERATURE DRYING

Natural air and low temperature drying primarily use
the drying capabilities of natural air, with a small amount
of additional heat (2 degrees F to 10 degrees F). These
methods can be adapted to a variety of farming
situations and offer several advantages such as:

• Minimum amount of grain handling
• High quality grain
• Low drying costs, when compared to other types of 

drying methods
• Fill at any rate and dry fully-loaded bins (within 

certain moisture guidelines)

Table 1**
Purchased Energy Requirements 
For Drying Shelled Corn

*Assumes 6¢ per KWH electrical energy cost.
**Peterson, Bill, 1983 Energy Considerations in Drying, 1983
Grain Conditioning Conference.

Natural air and low temperature drying have the
potential for very low energy usage (Table 1). Though
natural air/low temperature drying are very energy
efficient methods, they are both very slow methods of
drying and specific limitations must be followed to
insure proper performance.

Natural air/low temperature drying depends on
several important variables:

1. Weather – since little heat is used to control the 
relative humidity.

2. Airflow – must be at proper levels to dry the grain 
before any spoilage begins.

3. Initial moisture content – must be low enough to 
have an allowable storage time longer then the 
drying time. Even a properly operated and designed 
system has some risks of spoilage in unfavorable 
weather.

4. Amount of heat used – since too much heat will cause 
overdrying.

Delay harvest until the average daily temperature is
less than 50˚F. When the average is above 50˚F, the
allowable storage time may not be long enough to dry
grain before it spoils. Below 30˚F, it's more economical
to delay drying until warmer weather since drying rates
will be so slow.

Airflow-The Key To Success

Airflow rates largely determine the drying time.
Insufficient airflow will cause spoilage before drying is
completed. The wetter the grain, the faster the spoilage
More airflow is needed for wetter grain, because the
grain dries more slowly and its allowable storage time is
less.

Airflow Requirements For Different Moisture
Contents

Table 2  Airflow rates increase as moisture content
increases. No practical way exists for changing the airflow
to match the moisture content other than limiting the grain
depth.

A 10,000-cfm fan connected to a 10,000-bu bin filled
16' deep will result in an airflow of 1 cfm/bu. If you
reduce the grain depth to 8' (5,000 bu.), the same
system will deliver at least 2 cfm/bu. (Actually, airflow is
greater than 2 cfm/bu. since the lower grain depth
reduces the static pressure resistance, and the fan output
is larger than 10,000 cfm.)

Drying speed is proportional to airflow. If airflow is
increased 25%, then the drying rate also increases by
25%. The more air that is delivered, the faster the drying
front moves through the grain the greater amount of
water removed, and the more reliable the system.

Figure 1  You should operate Natural Air/Low Temperature drying
systems only when the average daily temperature is between 30˚
and 50˚F. (Average daily temperature is the average of the daily
high temperature and the daily low temperature.)

BTU’s/ Energy Cost*
Pound Per bushel

of Water Drying
Method Removed from 24% - 15.5%

Low temperature,
natural air drying 500-1500 5.5¢ to 16.5¢

% Moisture Corn 20 22 24 26

CFM/Bu. 1 2 3 4

Air flow

Grain
at fill
depth
from
chart



Supplemental Heat

The drying ability in a low temperature dryer still
comes mainly from the natural air, not the supplemental
heat, as in a high temperature drying system. By adding
supplemental heat, you can not decrease the recom-
mended airflow or load the bin with wetter grain than
recommended.

Figure 2  The shaded area represents the weather conditions to
give 13.5% to 16.5% moisture content for shelled corn.

Adding small amounts of supplemental heat (2˚F to
10˚F) helps to control the relative humidity of the drying
air to obtain the desired final moisture content and
prevent rewetting during an extended period of damp,
cold weather. You should only add heat when the
relative humidity exceeds 70%, to avoid overdrying and
minimize energy costs.

LP gas heaters, electric heaters, solar heat, heat
pumps and many other energy sources have been
successfully used as supplemental heat sources. Solar
energy has proven to be a competitive replacement for
electric energy in a low temperature system and is
discussed in more detail in Section.

Supplemental heaters are normally sized to provide
3˚F minimum temperature rise. Typically, the fan alone
gives approximately a 2˚F rise. The two combined,
provide a 5˚F rise, which is normally considered to be

adequate. Most heaters though, are capable of
providing a variety of temperature rises. Careful
management is required to maintain the proper
temperature system. Refer to Section 9 for further
information on setting drying temperatures.

An electric heater should be able to withstand all
types of weather. Smooth – tube heating elements are
best. Finned elements often clog up and coiled heating
elements can break from fan vibration.

Thermostats and humidistats are unnecessary
expenses for low temperature drying. Humidistats are
unreliable at low temperatures, and you can control final
corn moisture closely enough through proper heater
sizing and drying time. Thermostats are also considered
unnecessary since they do not truly indicate the type of
air you need for drying.

Managing A Natural Air/Low Temperature
Drying System

1. Use shorter season corn varieties to get a lower 
harvest moisture content. Some early-maturing 
varieties produce yields comparable to long season 
varieties.

2. Wait until average daily temperatures are between 
50˚F and 30˚F.

3. Wait until harvest moisture contents are within the 
capabilities of your system.

4. Clean grain to reduce resistance to airflow and 
improve storeability.

5. Use a grain spreader to level grain. An even 
distribution of grain is essential for uniform drying.

6. Start fans and open hatches when floor is 
covered.

7. Filling Procedures – On the initial fill, never exceed 
the maximum wet depth shown in Table 4 on page 
14. Exceeding the initial fill depth will result in 
spoilage. You may add additional layers of grain after 
the initial fill dries. Approximate drying times for the 
initial fill are provided in Table 4 on page 14. Actual 
drying progress can be monitored by using a probe 
to locate the drying front. Take a small diameter rod 
and slowly push it into the grain. You will feel a lot of 
resistance until you reach the drying front. At that 
point, the rod will push easily through the grain. 
Mark the rod in 2' increments to estimate the 
distance to the drying front from the surface. 

If the bin is not filled to capacity on the initial fill, 
you will want to finish filling the bin in layers. When 
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layer filling, you load a portion of the remaining bins' 
capacity each week until full. After the initial fill has 
dried, add the remaining layers according to the 
following schedule:

• If the moisture content of the second fill is equal 
to that of the initial fill, add one-half of the initial 
fill depth every 7-10 days until the bin is full.

• If the moisture content of the second fill is two 
points drier than the initial fill, add two-thirds of 
the initial fill depth every 7-10 days until the bin 
is full.

• If the moisture content of the second fill is three 
points or more drier than the initial fill, add layers 
equal to the initial fill every 7-10 days until full.

8. Continue to operate the fan and heater 
until grain is dry – or average temperature dips 

below 30˚F and the average moisture content is 18%
or less. Do not stop the fan on warm, foggy, or rainy 
days. Air movement cools and controls heating of the 
grain, even if the drying slows. Letting the fan run on 
these types of days also helps to equalize moisture
difference from top to bottom of the bin.

9. Stop fans and close hatches when top layer is 
uniformly dry and cool.

10. Aerate and inspect grain regularly. Section 15 
discusses proper grain storage management.

11. If spring drying is needed, start the fan when 
outside temperatures average 40˚F-45˚F and run 
continuously until top grain is 15.5%. Because 
overdrying is difficult to avoid in the Spring, the 
average moisture content will likely be 13%-14%.

Table 3
Estimated Propane and Electrical Requirements to Dry 100
Bushels for Conventional and Combination Drying 1,2

Initial Moisture Content
24% 26% 28%

Drying Propane Elec. Propane Elec. Propane Elec.
Method Gal. kWh. Gal. kWh. Gal. kWh.

Conventional3 (high speed to 15.6 7.8 20 10 24.6 12.4
16% with in-dryer cooling) $11.70 $ .47 $15.00 $ .60 $18.45 $ .74

Total Cost $12.17 $15.60 $19.19

Combination Drying 4.6 69.6 8 70.9 11.4 72.2
(discharge hot, 21% in $3.45 $4.18 $6.00 $4.25 $8.55 $4.33
the bin after cooling, dry
to 16% with natural air drying)

Total Cost $7.63 $10.25 $12.88

Total Savings $4.54 $ 5.35 $ 6.31

1Based on data from tests at the University of Minnesota, Rosemount Agricultural Experiment Station, 1975-78.
2One bushel equals 56 lb. of corn at 15.5% moisture content. LP equals 75 cents per gallon, electric equals 6 cents per kWh.
3The high-speed dryer used in these tests was typical of most farm-type automatic batch or continuous-flow dryers.
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Stirring Devices

Use of a stirring device is not required in a properly
designed and managed natural air/low temperature
drying bin, but it can be beneficial when drying
conditions are unusually difficult.

Stirring helps reduce overdrying. You can stop drying
when the average moisture content is at the desired
level instead of waiting for the top layer to dry. If
supplemental heat is the cause of overdrying though,
turn off the heat, before deciding to buy a stirring
device. Stirring loosens grain which increases drying
airflow. It also helps to break up pockets of slow drying
grain.

Natural air/low temperature bins equipped with
stirring devices require careful management.

Stir while filling the bin. Continue stirring as long as
the moisture content is above 22%. Below 22%
moisture content, stir according to the amount of heat
added. If more than 10˚F is added, stir continuously.
When less than 10˚F is added, a complete stir once a
week is sufficient and reduces the chances of over
stirring. Be careful when starting a stirring device in a
full bin of drying corn, after it has set more than a week.
Pipe wrenches and/or special braces may be required to
prevent damage to the stirring device.

Combination Drying

Natural air/low temperature drying works well when
combined with a high temperature drying system. The
high temperature dryer can be a continuous-flow or
automatic batch dryer, or any in-bin drying system
(unstirred, stirred, or continuous flow). The purpose of
the high-speed dryer is to reduce the initial moisture
content of the corn down to 20-22%, where drying can
be completed using natural air/low temperature
methods. Combination drying offers several advantages.

Fuel usage will be reduced because less moisture is
removed in the high temperature phase. Electrical
energy requirements will increase due to the additional
fan time required to natural air/low temperature dry the
grain, but the total energy requirements will be
reduced. The amount of energy savings are related to
the initial moisture content, the moisture content at
which the corn is removed from the high-speed dryer,
and the type of high-speed dryer used.

Combination drying allows grain to move through
the high-speed dryer two to three times faster. Drying
capacity is increased because less moisture is removed
by the high-speed dryer and cooling is done in the
natural air/low temperature drying bin, which eliminates
the cooling cycle from the high-speed phase.

Combination drying leads to improved grain quality
because the grain is discharged at higher moisture
contents from the high-speed dryer and cooling is often
delayed. This means the grain is less susceptible to
breakage in future handling.

Having one or two bins equipped for combination
drying can provide additional operating flexibility. When
the harvest is proceeding rapidly with high moisture
corn (28-32% MC), grain can be dried to 20-22% and
discharged hot into the natural air/low temperature
drying bin. This provides the additional drying capacity
needed to meet the harvest rate. This technique helps
"level out" the drier load and provides the additional
dryer capacity that is sometimes required. A natural
air/low temperature drying bin filled late in the season,
can be used to hold 18-20% corn that will be used for
feed throughout the winter.

Instructions For Using Table 4

The table on page 14 covers sizing and operating a
natural air/low temperature system. It shows common
bin diameters with up to nine fan choices for each bin.
For each fan, a heater has been suggested. The chart
then shows the maximum initial wet depth for 20%,
22%, 24%, and 26% moisture corn for each fan and bin
combination. Corn with a moisture content higher than
26% would not be dried with this method. The amount
of air, volume of grain, and drying time all make it
impractical to dry corn above a 26% moisture content.

Example: How should a 30' diameter bin with a 20 HP
"Chicago" centrifugal fan be filled?

Answer: You should fill 20% corn to a 20' depth. If you
put 22% corn into the bin, the initial wet depth must
not exceed 12'. You should not put more than 8' of
24% corn or 6' of 26% corn into the bin upon first fill.

Assume that the initial fill was with 24% corn. 8' of
24% corn will take approximately 12-18 days to dry.
After the initial fill has dried additional layers of grain
can be added. If the field moisture content remains at
24% for the second fill, you can only add 4' of grain to
the bin every 7-10 days. If the field moisture content
drops to 22% for the second fill you can add 5.5' of
grain to the bin every 7-10 days. Monitor the actual
progress of the drying front closely, and shut off the fan
and heaters when the last layer has dried to the desired
final moisture content.
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Table 4
Natural Air/Low Temperature Drying Guide

“Chicago” “Chicago”
Bin Bu.Cap. Fans Heater Model 20% (1) 22% (1) 24% (1) 26%(1)

Dia.(ft.) Per Ft. Depth Qty. Hp. Number 1 CFM/Bu. 2 CFM/Bu. 3 CFM/Bu. 4 CFM/Bu.

1   2 V.A.* D4696 15 9 7 5
15 140 1   4 V.A.* D4696 18 11 9 7

1   5 V.A. D4785C 20 14 11 9
1   4 V.A.* D4696 16 10 7 6

18 205 1   5 V.A. D4785C 20 14 10 8
1   7 1/2 V.A. D4785C 20 14 10 8
1   5 V.A. D4785C 20 13 9 8

21 278 1   7 1/2 V.A. D4785C 20 14 10 8
1   10 V.A. D4885C 20 15 11 9
1   10 C. D4885C 20 16 12 9
1   5 V.A. D4785C 19 12 8 6
1   7 1/2 V.A. D4785C 20 13 9 7
1   10 V.A. D4885C 20 14 10 7

24 375 1   10 C. D4885C 20 15 10 8
1   20 C. D4885C 20 17 12 10
2   10 C. D4885C (2) 20 17 14 11
1   7 1/2 V.A. D4785C 19 11 8 6
1   10 V.A. D4885C 20 12 9 7
1   10 C. D4885C 20 13 9 7

27 458 1   20 C. D4885C 20 16 12 8
2   5 V.A. D4785C (2) 20 14 10 8
2   7 1/2 V.A. D4785C (2) 20 14 10 8
2   10 C. D4885C (2) 20 17 13 10
1   7 1/2 V.A. D4785C 18 10 7 5
1   10 V.A. D4885C 19 11 7 5
1   10 C. D4885C 20 12 8 6
1   20 C. D4885C 20 14 10 7

30 565 2   5 V.A. D4785C (2) 20 13 9 7
2   7 1/2 V.A. D4785C (2) 20 14 10 8
2   10 V.A. D4885C (2) 20 16 12 9
2   10 C. D4885C (2) 20 16 12 10
2   20 C. D4885C (2) 20 18 14 11
1   10 V.A. D4885C 17 9 6 5
1   10 C. D4885C 18 10 6 5
1   20 C. D4885C 20 12 9 6
2   5 V.A. D4785C (2) 20 12 8 6

33 684 2   7 1/2 V.A. D4785C (2) 20 13 9 7
2   10 V.A. D4885C (2) 20 14 11 8
2   10 C. D4885C (2) 20 16 12 9
2   20 C. D4885C (2) 20 17 13 10
1   10 V.A. D4885C 15 8 6 4
1   10 C. D4885C 16 8 5 4
1   20 C. D4885C 20 11 8 5

36 844 2   7 1/2 V.A. D4785C (2) 20 12 8 6
2   10 V.A. D4885C (2) 20 12 9 7
2   10 C. D4885C (2) 20 14 10 7
2   20 C. D4885C (2) 20 16 12 9
2   10 C. D4885C (2) 20 11 8 6

42 1,108 2   20 C. D4885C (2) 20 14 10 8
3   20 C. D4885C (3) 20 17 12 9
2   20 C. D4885C (2) 18 10 7 5

48 1,809 3   20 C. D4885C (3) 20 14 10 7
2   30 C.* D4386  (2) 20 15 11 9

Estimated Drying Time (Days) – (14-24) (14-20) (12-18) (12-15)
Drying time estimations are based on 40˚F and 65% relative humidity air, and the actual airflow rates for "Chicago" fans at each
grain depth. The estimated drying times are realistic estimates, but because of many factors beyond our control, they cannot be
guaranteed.
V.A. – Vane axial fans   C – Centrifugal fans   (1) Initial moisture content
*Denotes a Sukup Mfg. model axial or centrifugal fan.

Initial Fill Depth(ft.)
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SECTION VI – STIR DRYING

Stir drying offers several advantages in a high
temperature in-bin drying system. Stirring keeps the
whole grain mass closer to a common moisture content,
helps prevent overdrying and improves the air flow from
the start.

Stirring grain can be compared to stirring food on
your kitchen stove. Stirring prevents overdrying in the
bottom of the bin, just as it prevents scorching food in
the bottom of a pan. Stirring pulls the dried grain from
the bottom of the bin and mixes it with the wetter grain
on the top. This mixing process prevents the formation
of a drying front and allows the whole bin to dry
uniformly.

This allows you to use higher drying temperatures
without the fear of overdrying. The higher temperatures
will speed up drying – as does the improved air flow that
results from stirring. University tests have shown that
stirring can increase air flow by as much as 33%,
depending upon grain moisture content, method of
filling and the type of fan. (1) Stirring also breaks up any
hard spots or hot area in the grain.

Three Ways To Use A Stirring Device:

1.  Batch dry on a daily basis with 18 hours of constant 
heat. Use the remaining six hours for cooling, 
unloading, and loading. This is the most efficient 
method of drying with a stirring device (Table 1). 
Grain depths are kept in the 6'-8' range, which keeps 
static pressure low and drying airflows high.

2.  Deep-batch dry several days of harvested grain with 
constant heat until the bin is full and the grain is dry.
This is a slower drying process because of the 
increased grain depth, but it eliminates the daily 
grain transfer.

3.  Deep-layer dry for the final fill of the bin. Grain is 
placed in the bin over a period of several days. After 
the grain is dried and cooled, it is left for storage in 
the bin. This method is slower since you'll need to 
reduce drying temperatures to minimize bin wall 
condensation.

Stir Drying Management Procedures

1.  Test initial moisture content to determine the 
approximate drying rate for your system (Table 2). 
Experience will tell you what the actual drying rate is 
for your particular system, depending upon drying 
temperatures and incoming moisture content.

2.  Use a grain cleaner to help eliminate fines and 
foreign material. This will help to improve airflow 
and lower drying costs.

3.  Use a grain spreader. The stirring device will 
eventually level the grain, but the spreader 
distributes the fines evenly.

4.  Start fan and heater when floor is covered.
Drying rates are better with shallow grain depths.
Open roof hatches.

5.  Adjust heater for proper temperature rise. Use 
140 degrees F maximum total temperature for daily-
batch or deep-batch drying. Lower temperatures 
may be used to match harvest rates and to reduce 
sidewall condensation.

6.  Start stirring with 2' to 4' grain depth. Never 
run augers with less than 2' of grain depth, or the 
augers may "whip" into each other.

Figure 1  The grain stirring device consists of 1-8 open vertical
augers suspended in the grain. These augers can be fixed in one
position on the horizontal beam or they can be attached to
carriages, which allows them to travel back and forth across the
beam as it travels around the bin. The horizontal beam is
suspended at the center of the bin by a hanger and at the eave on
a track. The beam pivots in the center of the bin as a drive
mechanism propels the opposite end around the bin on the track.

BTU’s/ Energy Cost*
Pound Per bushel

of Water Drying from
Method Removed 24% - 15.5%

Batch In-Bin,
Stir Drying 1,500-2,000** 7¢ to 10¢

Table 1**
Purchased Energy Requirements For Drying 
Shelled Corn

*Assumes 70¢ per gallon LP costs.
**Peterson, Bill, 1983 Energy Considerations in Drying, 1983 Grain
Conditioning Conference.



7.  Use continuous heat and stirring in a high 
temperature drying system. Refer to Section 5 for 
the proper management procedures in a natural 
air/low temperature drying system. Check machine 
daily and lubricate to the manufacturer's 
recommendations.

8.  Follow the fill chart (Table 2) when batch drying 
on a daily basis. Don't fill to a depth greater than 
what can be dried and transferred in a 24-hour 
period. Never exceed 10'-12' on the initial fill when 
batch drying. It's better to dry two smaller batches a 
day than to overfill the bin – overfilling will slow 
drying and increase drying costs. When deep-batch 
drying, stop filling when the "mounds" around the 
vertical augers are 18"-20" below the stirring device 
frame. This usually leaves about 3' empty at the top
of the bin.

9.  Turn off heater when the desired moisture
content is reached. If grain is removed hot and 
placed in aerated storage for slow cooling, drying 
may be stopped when the moisture content is 1-2 
points above the desired final moisture content, 
since this moisture will be removed during in-storage
cooling. Section 15 discusses in-storage cooling and 
how to properly size the aeration fan for in-storage 
cooling. If cooling is done in the drying bin, 
continue running the fan and stirring device.

10. Transfer to aerated storage. Run the stirring 
device during unloading to prevent the flowing grain
from bending the vertical augers.

11. For final fill ...
A.  Set drying temperature to maximum of 100˚F.
B.  Don't exceed the daily fill rate or the maximum 

first fill depth.
C.  Dry until grain is 18% moisture or less.
D.  Add additional fills at no more than one-half 

the daily fill rate. Don't overfill.
E.  Dry to desired moisture content. Turn heater off.
F. When deep-layer drying, allow the fan and 

stirring device to run for an additional 24-48 
hours. This will cool the grain and help to 
equalize the moisture content in the bin. An 
additional 1-2 points of moisture again can be 
removed through cooling. Cool the grain to 
within 5 degrees F of outside temperatures. 
Lack of cooling is a frequent cause of spoilage 
in a stirring bin.

Additional Information

Stir drying bins usually include fast unloading
equipment to reduce unloading time. You should not
place obstructions on the inside bin wall to interfere
with the outside auger. This means unloading sweeps
powered from outside the bin must remain on the floor.
You'll then need intermediate wells to unload the grain
above the sweep to start its travel around the bin.

Stirring screws are open augers and do not damage
grain, but they do cause the fines to accumulate. The
fines and "bees wings" usually shift to the floor. After
drying several batches, you may need to clean the floor
to assure proper airflow.

Bin wall condensation primarily occurs with the high
drying temperatures and low outside temperatures.
When you're filling the bin for the final fill, you should
follow the following precautions to reduce the wet corn
sticking or freezing to the side walls – then spoiling:

1. Start with a clean, dry wall. Remove any previous 
grain.

2. Set heat for maximum total air temperature of 
100˚F. If excessive condensation still occurs, consider 
installing Airway® tubes or a bin liner. A bin liner 
keeps the grain from making contact with a cold bin 
wall. It provides an air space between the liner and 
the bin wall, which helps to prevent bin wall 
condensation. Airway tubes help direct the drying air 
up along the bin wall to prevent condensation. They 
tend to work like the defroster on a car by piping 
warm, dry air up along the wall to help remove the 
moisture. If you live in Northern Iowa, Illinois, or 
Wisconsin, you'll benefit the greatest from these.

3. Be sure the grain is adequately cooled. Cool until 
the grain temperature is within 5 degrees F of the 
outside temperature.

Before each season, you should carefully check and
test run the stirring and drying equipment to make sure
that everything is functioning properly. You should
grease the bearings, adjust belts, and replace parts as
necessary. Then after a season of use, you should make
a general cleanup and lubrication. It is much easier
then, since you can stand on top of the grain.

Caution should be used when starting a stirring
device in a full bin of grain. When the machine is off,
the grain tends to settle and compact around the augers
causing them to "set-up". Starting the machine under
this type of load can damage both the bin and stirring
device. Refer to your stirring device's owners manual for
the proper start-up procedures to prevent problems.
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Table 2
Stir Drying Daily Batch Drying Capacities

Drying capacity estimates are based upon 8' grain depth, 50˚F and 65% relative humidity outdoors and 140˚F drying temperature.
18 hours drying, 2 hours cooling, and 4 hours to fill and empty. Never exceed 10'-12' on the initial fill. When batch drying, dry two
smaller batches per day rather than overfilling the bin. When deep-layer drying, wait until the next day before exceeding the initial
fill depth. Don't add the second fill until the first fill is 18% or less.

*The above figures are realistic estimates, but because of the many factors beyond our control, they cannot be guaranteed.
V.A. – Vane axial   Cent. – Centrifugal

25-15% 25-15%
Bin Fans Grain Drying Cap* Drying Cap*
Dia. Qty. Hp. Type Depth CFM S.P. 1-3 Screws 4-8 Screws

18' 1 5 V.A. 8' 9,000 2.8" 1,200 1,300
203 1 7.5 V.A. 8' 9,700 3.2" 1,320 1,400

Bu./Ft. 1 10 Cent. 8' 11,400 4.3" 1,560 1,605
21' 1 5 V.A. 8' 10,000 2.1" 1,320 1,400
277 1 7.5 V.A. 8' 10,600 2.4" 1,430 1,500

Bu./Ft. 1 10 V.A. 8' 11,600 2.6" 1,560 1,630
1 10 Cent. 8' 12,700 3.0" 1,740 1,800

24' 1 7.5 V.A. 8' 11,300 1.7" 1,530 1,610
362 1 10 V.A. 8' 12,300 2.0" 1,665 1,750

Bu./Ft. 1 10 Cent. 8' 13,800 2.3" 1,840 1,950
1 20 Cent. 8' 17,000 3.3" 2,305 2,410
2 10 Cent. 8' 22,000 5.0" 2,840 3,070

27' 1 10 V.A. 8' 13,200 1.0" 1,735 1,855
458 1 10 Cent. 8' 13,750 1.5" 1,875 1,950

Bu./Ft. 1 20 Cent. 8' 17,650 2.4" 2,385 2,500
2 10 V.A. 8' 22,000 3.3" 2,710 3,030
2 10 Cent. 8' 24,000 3.9" 3,037 3,330

30' 1 10 V.A. 8' 13,200 1.0" 1,775 1,865
565 1 10 Cent. 8' 14,000 1.0" 1,930 1,995

Bu./Ft. 1 20 Cent. 8' 18,300 1.8" 2,495 2,600
2 10 V.A. 8' 23,200 2.6" 2,955 3,230
2 10 Cent. 8' 25,400 3.0" 3,275 3,550
2 20 Cent. 8' 32,000 4.3" 4,153 4,475

36' 1 10 Cent. 8' 14,100 .8" 1,990 2,020
814 1 20 Cent. 8' 18,600 1.1" 2,595 2,650

Bu./Ft. 2 10 V.A. 8' 25,000 1.75" 3,331 3,500
2 10 Cent. 8' 27,000 2.0" 3,650 3,800
2 20 Cent. 8' 35,300 2.75" 4,655 4,925

Instructions For Using Table 2

This table shows the approximate daily batch drying
capacities for various sized bins and fan combinations at
an 8' grain depth. The capacity is based on drying from
25%-15% with 18 hours of drying, 2 hours of cooling,
and 4 hours to fill and empty the bin. If drying 20%-
15% , you can double the drying rate on Table 2. If
drying from 30%-15%, you should reduce the capacity
by 40%. The drying capacity for a 24-hour period can
then be calculated by multiplying the value from Table 2
for your system by 1.33.

Example: What is the expected daily batch drying
capacity of a 24' stirring bin with a 10 horsepower vane
axial fan?

Solution: Find the proper bin diameter on Table 2.
Note the actual air flow required to obtain these
capacities. A 24' bin equipped with a 1-3 screw stirring
device is capable of drying 1,665 bushels every 18
hours, while a 4-8 screw machine has the capabilities of
drying 1,750 every 18 hours. For maximum daily
capacity don't fill to a depth greater than what can be
dried in 24 hours. In this example, a 5' depth would be
recommended (1,750 Bu. divided by 362 Bu./ft. equals
4.8').

References

1. Bern C. J., M. E. Anderson, W. F. Wilke. 1979 Auger-
Stirring Wet and Dry Corn. ASAE Paper No. 79-3523
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SECTION VII – IN-BIN CONTINUOUS-FLOW DRYING SYSTEMS

An in-bin continuous-flow drying system allows you to
use a drying bin as a continuous-flow dryer. It can also
be used to dry a single binful with high temperatures, by
recirculating the grain within the bin to prevent over-
drying.

In-bin continuous-flow drying systems offer several
advantages when compared to other types of high-
temperature drying systems.

University tests have shown that in-bin continuous-
flow drying systems will use the least amount of energy
of any of the high-speed, high-temperature methods
(Table 1). In-bin systems gain their energy efficiencies
from the fact that the grain bed depth can be anywhere
from 2'-15' thick, while batch or continuous-flow dryers
have a grain column only 12"-18" thick. The deeper
grain depths insure that the drying air will always leave
the grain fully saturated, thus using up all the drying
energy available from the incoming air. Air that is
exhausted from a thin column of grain will not be fully
saturated and, as a result, some of the drying energy will
be wasted. The amount of energy that is wasted
increases as the grain moisture content drops.

You won't need as many wet holding tanks,
conveying augers, and other handling equipment with
this system, compared to other continuous-flow systems.
The drying bin serves as the wet holding bin. Wet grain
may be added to the drying bin at any time. The grain is
then preheated as it moves downward towards the
drying zone, which helps to increase drying capacity.

The heart of the in-bin continuous-flow system is the
tapered sweep auger, which automatically revolves
around the bin to remove an even layer of dry grain
from the bottom. Then, a center vertical auger elevates
the grain.

When continuous-flow drying, the grain is transferred
by a transfer auger to a storage bin (Figure 1). The
warm, dry grain is then cooled in the storage bin using a
properly sized aeration system. It is normal to remove
another 1-2 points of moisture in the storage bin during
the cooling process.

For the final fill of the drying bin, or with a single bin
system, the continuous-flow system uses the spreader
(mounted on top of the center vertical) to spread the
dry grain from the bottom of the bin back to the top
(Figure 2 on next page).

Figure 1  Continuous-flow system. The dry bottom layer is transferred to a storage bin to be cooled.

BTU’s/ Energy Cost*
Pound Per bushel

of Water Drying from
Method Removed 24% - 15.5%

High Speed
Column 2,600-3,100 (1) 12¢ – 15¢

Batch Dryer

High-Speed Column
Continuous-Flow 2,300-2,800 (1) 11¢ – 13¢

Dryer

In-Bin
Continuous-Flow 1,500-2,000 (2) 7¢ – 9¢

Systems

Table 1
Purchased Energy Requirements For Drying 
Shelled Corn

*Assumes 70¢ per gallon LP costs.

(1) Bakker-Arkema, Fred W., 1982, Effect of Air-Recirculation on
Energy Efficiency and Dryer Capacity, 1982 Grain Conditioning
Conference Proceedings, University of Illinois.

(2) Michigan State University, 1981, Shivvers In-Bin Counter Flow
Dryer, Test Report #3-1.
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Horizontal discharge systems (Figure 3) use the
underfloor unloader to provide greater dry grain removal
capabilities. The dry grain is then transferred to storage by
portable transport augers, permanent transfer augers, or
bucket elevator systems. A bucket elevator can be used for
both wet and dry grain.

Stirring devices can also be incorporated with a
horizontal discharge continuous-flow system (Fig. 4). A
stirring device helps to reduce static pressures, which
increases airflow and drying capacities. The stirring device
down augers should be cut off 3'-4' above the drying floor
to prevent disturbing the drying zone.
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Figure 3  Horizontal Discharge System - The dry bottom layer is removed from the bin through the unloading system. It's then transferred
to the storage bins with a transport auger, permanent transfer auger, or a bucket elevator.

BUCKET ELEVATOR

TRANSPORT AUGER

PERMANENT TRANSPORT AUGER

Figure 2  In-bin recirculating system. The dry layers on
bottom are removed, then spread on top.

Sweep removes
dry grain

Dry grain is spread
back on top
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Controlling The Final Moisture Content

A thermostat located in the grain about 12" above
the floor controls the operation of the tapered sweep.
Remember from Section 2 that as grain gives up
moisture, evaporative cooling takes place. As the grain
dries, this effect gets smaller and the grain gradually
warms up. By finding the temperature where the grain
is at the moisture content desired and setting the grain
thermostat at that point, you can remove grain
consistently at the desired moisture content.

Every time the grain warms up to the thermostat
setting, the sweep will start to remove dry grain. As the
dry bottom layer of grain is removed by the sweep, cool
grain will drop down in its place. When the sweep pass-
es the grain thermostat, the wet, cooler grain will cause
the thermostat to stop the sweep until the grain dries
and warms back up to the proper thermostat setting
once again.

The second thermostat is located below the floor
(plenum). It keeps the temperature of the incoming air
constant by cycling the burner. This thermostat actually
dictates the drying speed. After drying has started, this
thermostat should only be adjusted to increase or
decrease the actual drying capacity. The temperature
difference between the grain thermostat and the
plenum thermostat determines the final moisture
content of the dry grain. There is no rule of thumb
which can tell you what the exact temperature
difference will be for dry grain. The actual temperature
spread depends upon many variables, including: the
drying temperature, type of hybrid, maturity of the
grain, and the outside weather conditions. The grain
thermostat temperature setting will require occasional
adjustments during a season to compensate for these
variables and to keep the corn at the desired final
moisture content.

Once the proper temperature difference has been
established for your system, then the drying
temperature must be maintained. If the drying
temperature is allowed to increase or decrease, then the

moisture control is lost. It is important then that you
have a burner large enough to hold the desired drying
temperature during the cold nights that occur late in
the drying season. If you can't maintain the drying tem-
perature 24 hours a day, lower the temperature to one
you can maintain and readjust the grain thermostat.

Managing An In-Bin Continuous-Flow 
Drying System

1.  It is important that you properly break-in 
and check equipment before it's put under 
load. First, put 200-400 bushels of dry grain in 
the bin.

A. Turn the sweep to "manual" to recirculate the 
grain in the bin for a few hours. This will polish 
up the vertical and tapered sweep augers.

B. Remove the inspection cover on the boot of 
the transfer auger. Turn the sweep to "manual" 
and then transfer auger "on". Some grain
will be transferred to the storage bin, but much 
will spill out of the inspection opening. This will 
allow a small amount of grain in the transfer 
auger so that it is not overloaded during the 
breaking-in period. Warning: Never go into 
the bin when the sweep could start up.

C. Check the V-belts for proper tension and 
replace the inspection cover. The unit is now 
ready for normal use.

2.  Test initial moisture content to determine the 
approximate drying rate for your system (Table 2). 
Experience will tell you the approximate grain 
thermostat setting for your system, based upon 
the initial moisture content.

3.  Use a grain cleaner to help eliminate fines and 
foreign materials. This will help to increase the 
drying airflow and lower drying costs.

4.  Use a grain spreader. Level spreading is 
important. Grain dries faster at low depths. The 
tapered sweep removes more grain in dry areas 
and can increase the unevenness.

5.  Start fan when floor is covered. Start heater 
after grain reaches 3'-4' depth. Open roof hatches.

6.  Calibrate the controls with 3'-4' of grain.
A. Set the plenum thermostat at 140˚F-160˚F. Use 

Table 2 to approximately match the harvesting 
rate. Turn the heater on and adjust it so that it 
cycles occasionally. Turn the sweep and TA
auger switches to "off".

B.  Run the heater for about one hour.

Figure 4  Stirring devices reduce static pressures, which increases
airflow and drying capacities.



C.  Turn the sweep switch to "manual" so grain 
recirculates. Collect a sample after 
about two minutes of operation. This 
helps clean out old grain.

D.  Stop the sweep and test the grain.

E.  If the moisture content is two points above the 
desired final moisture, turn sweep and TA
auger to "automatic" and turn down the grain 
thermostat until the sweep starts. It's normal to 
remove 1-2 points of moisture during the 
cooling process, if you properly size the 
aeration fan. Section 15 explains how to 
properly size an aeration system to properly 
cool your grain in storage.

F.  If the grain is still too wet, start the sweep and 
test grain as above at 15 minute intervals until 
grain reaches the desired moisture content.

G. After you calibrate the unit, collect and check 
periodic samples during an entire sweep 
revolution to get the average transfer moisture. 
The moisture will vary as the sweep passes 
certain points in the bin. Later, you may have 
to adjust the grain thermostat slightly to 
change the output moisture. Don't adjust the 
plenum temperature unless you need to 
change capacity. If you change the plenum 
temperature, you'll need to recalibrate the 
grain thermostat.

7.  Check output moisture content frequently
while continuing to fill and dry. Don't overfill. The 
temptation to "fill the bin to the eave" can't always be
resisted especially on good harvesting day. Excessive 
grain depths can greatly reduce drying capacity and 
efficiency. Excessive depths can also cause burner 
problems. When you use more than one fan, the 
static pressure is much higher because of the greater 
volume of air that you are trying to move. Overfilling 
can raise the static pressure often more than the 
burner can operate under. This is primarily a problem 
on bins with more than one centrifugal fan. Section 
10 discusses the effects of overfilling in much more
detail.

8.  If the grain level becomes uneven after a few 
days' drying, empty the bin and start over. Re-level 
and adjust the input spreader. Once the grain gets
uneven, the sweep will remove dry grain more in the 
shallow areas, making it worse.

9.  Empty the bin and sweep out the fines after 
drying 2-4 binfuls.

10. Dry the final binful. Reduce plenum 

temperature to reduce bin wall condensation. 
Adjust sweep temperature so that the grain 
recirculates at about 18%-20%. After the bin is full 
and dry to about 18%-20%, raise the grain 
temperature to recirculate it at 15%.

For horizontal discharge units, reduce plenum 
temperature and dry with either a layer-fill 
method, with low temperature, or with 
recirculation using the transfer equipment. (If 
recirculating, follow the method outlined in the 
preceding paragraph.)

11.   Cool to within 5˚-10˚F of outside 
temperature.

12.    Remove 50-100 bushels out of the unloading 
system to remove the grain that's in the center 
vertical auger and to remove the fines that 
collected around the center tube before they 
have a chance to set-up. This material can be 
placed back into the bin on the top.

13.   Aerate and inspect grain periodically.
Refer to Section 15 for proper grain storage 
management procedures.

Controlling Sidewall Condensation

In Northern Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin, Airway®

tubes or bin liners are recommended to help prevent
excessive bin wall condensation - especially with high
drying temperatures (140˚F-180˚F). A bin liner provides
an air space between the liner and the bin walls, which
helps to reduce the condensation problems. Airway
tubes help direct the drying air up along the bin wall to
prevent condensation They tend to work like the
defroster on a car by piping warm, dry air up along the
wall to help remove the moisture.

Instructions For Using Table 2

The following table gives the approximate drying
capacities for various fan and bin sizes. The capacity is
based on drying from 25% to 16.5%. If drying from
20% to 16.5%, you can double the drying rate. If
drying from 30% to 16.5%, you should reduce rated
capacity by 40%.

It's important to remember that in-bin continuous-
flow drying systems don't actually dry grain, they just
remove grain that has been dried. Not all In-bin
continuous-flow systems can remove grain fast enough
to keep up with the drying rate.

6" center vertical ...............................4,800-6,000 bu/day
8" center vertical ....................................14,000 bu/day
Horizontal discharge ...........................14,000-19,000 bu/day
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These capacities vary from manufacturer to
manufacturer and should be checked out on your
specific unit.

Locate bin diameter and fan size in the left hand
columns. The anticipated airflow and static pressures are
given in the next columns. Be sure your fan has similar
airflow characteristics as those shown. The final column
has the capacity for a 24-hour period of drying 25%
corn to 16.5%.

Example: What is the capacity of a 24' bin with a 10-
hp vane axial fan drying 30% to 16.5%?

Solution: Locate 24' bin and 10-13 hp fan in left
columns. Go across to the capacity which gives 2,950
bu/day. This must be reduced 40% since you're drying
from 30% to 16.5%. 

Final answer: 1,770 bu/day.
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Table 2
In-Bin Continuous-Flow Drying Capacities

Drying capacity estimate is based on: 6' grain depth, 50˚F and 60% relative humidity outdoors
and 160˚F drying temperature.

Note: The above figures are realistic estimates, but because of the many
factors beyond our control, they cannot be guaranteed.

VA - Vane Axial        Cent. - Centrifugal

Fans Static Daily Capacity
Bin Dia. Pressure Drying From

(Ft.) Qty. Hp. Type Airflow (cfm) (in.) 25% to 16.5%

1 5 V.A. 8,000 3.4" 2,012
18 1 7.5 V.A. 8,900 3.7" 2,220

1 10 Cent. 10,500 5.5" 2,680
1 7.5 V.A. 10,100 2.9" 2,520

21 1 10-13 V.A. 10,900 3.4" 2,730
1 10 Cent. 11,900 4.0" 3,000
1 10-13 V.A. 11,800 2.5" 2,950
1 20 Cent. 16,300 4.0" 4,100
1 10 Cent. 12,850 3.0" 3,200

24 1 20 V.A. 17,400 4.4" 4,300
2 10-13 V.A. 18,200 4.6" 4,550
2 10 Cent. 20,500 5.7" 5,100
1 10-13 V.A. 12,400 2.2" 3,100
1 20 Cent. 17,200 3.2" 4,300

27 1 20 V.A. 18,900 3.7" 4,800
2 10-13 V.A. 20,300 4.1" 5,070
2 10 Cent. 22,500 4.7" 5,650
1 10-13 V.A. 12,795 1.7" 3,200
1 20 Cent. 17,600 2.4" 4,430
1 20 V.A. 20,600 3.0" 5,165

30 2 10-13 V.A. 22,000 3.5" 5,500
2 10 Cent. 24,200 3.7" 6,050
2 20 Cent. 30,400 5.5" 7,585
1 20 Cent. 18,000 2.0" 4,525
1 20 V.A. 21,500 2.5" 5,444

33 2 10-13 V.A. 23,600 2.6" 5,820
2 20 Cent. 32,360 4.6" 8,080
2 20 V.A. 33,000 4.8" 8,375
1 20 Cent. 18,400 1.5" 4,600
1 20 V.A. 22,600 2.0" 5,665

36 2 10-13 V.A. 24,260 2.5" 6,060
2 20 Cent. 33,800 3.6" 8,440
2 20 V.A. 36,300 4.2" 9,160
2 20 Cent. 35,400 2.4" 8,850

42 3 10-13 V.A. 35,600 2.7" 8,900
2 20 V.A. 41,000 3.2" 10,270
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SECTION VIII – VAPORIZERS

To dry efficiently, you must be able to maintain the
desired drying temperature 24 hours a day. To be able to
maintain the high temperatures required with most
high-capacity drying systems, you must have a constant
and ample supply of LP gas vapor available to the heater.

LP gas can be burned only in a vapor form. LP is
stored as a liquid under pressure; therefore, it must be
evaporated or vaporized before combustion.

The rate of vaporization will vary with the outside
temperature, sunshine, wind, size and shape of the tank,
and the percent fill of the tank. Outside temperature is a
primary factor. As the outside temperatures decrease, the
rate of vaporization will decrease, while the demand for
vapor, to maintain the same drying temperature,
increases.

A tank of a specific size produces only a certain
amount of vapor at any given set of conditions. When a
heater burns vapor at a rate faster than it's being
produced, a refrigeration process takes place. Ice forms
on the tank and acts as an insulator, further reducing the
vaporization rate. If allowed to continue, the tank can be
frozen to a point where all vaporization stops. When this
happens, the heater will shut down and the drying
process stops.

A large tank produces more LP vapor than a smaller
tank or, a group of tanks produces more vapor than a
single tank. To illustrate, suppose you had two gallons of
water and spread one out on the floor, while the other
remained in a one gallon pail. Which would evaporate
faster? The water in the pail doesn't have the surface
area that the water covering the floor has. This greater
surface area improves the heat transfer and,
consequently, the rate of evaporation. The same is true
in LP vaporization.

One way to get the needed vaporization rate would
be to hook several LP tanks together. But, a more
practical method for converting LP to vapor is to use a
vaporizer.

Liquid LP flows into the vaporizer and is heated. The
liquid turns to a vapor, then travels to the heater for
burning.

Vaporizers are either internal or external.

External Vaporizer

Internal Vaporizer

The internal type vaporizer is the type used on most
fans and heaters for in-bin drying. You must adjust the
coil at the proper distance from the flame. If placed too
far from the flame, the coil will not get hot enough for
proper vaporization. And, if too close, the vapor will get
too hot.

Extra temperature sensors are used with a vaporizer.
One of these is located on the gas line coming from

the coil to the burner. If the vapor is too warm, this
sensor shuts off the heater. After it cools down, the
heater automatically turns on. Often, operators complain
of being unable to bring the heater up to temperature
only to find the heater is cycling off this vapor high limit
rather than the thermostat.

You should replace the vaporizer coils every two or
three years, depending upon the manufacturer's
recommendation. One drop of liquid LP will expand 270
times as it converts to vapor. As you can see, it would be
very dangerous to have a vaporizer coil develop a leak
during the operation of the fan and heater. Be sure you
closely follow the proper replacement schedule.

Figure 1  The water spread out over the floor has much more
surface area, which improves the heat transfer and consequently,
the rate of evaporation. The same is true in LP vaporization.

Figure 2 The external vaporizer (shown here) is generally used
on tower and column dryers, and is located remotely from the
dryer. It's constructed similar to a hot water heater. Liquid LP is
heated in a "boiler" by a small heater. The vapor then travels to the
dryer for burning.

Figure 3  The internal vaporizer (illustrated here) is generally used
on most in-bin drying systems. The internal vaporizer consists of a
heavy steel tube located in the burner fire. As the liquid LP moves
through the tube, the heat from the burner turns it to vapor. It
then goes to the burner for combustion.
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SECTION IX – DRYING TEMPERATURES

The temperature at which you dry grain can have a
tremendous effect on dryer efficiency. Contrary to what
you might believe, reducing the drying temperature
does not save energy in high temperature, high-speed
drying systems. Figure 1 shows how the energy that is
required to evaporate a pound of water actually
decreases as the drying temperature is increased in a
high-speed batch or continuous-flow dryer.

Three years of University testing proved that the
energy efficiency of an in-bin continuous-flow system
improved as the drying temperatures were increased.
The energy consumption of the drying system was over
400 BTU's per pound of water less with a drying
temperature of 200˚F versus 120˚F – a 21% savings (1).
The University tests also showed that the amount of
grain breakage was not seriously affected by drying at
temperatures between 180˚F-200˚F with an in-bin
continuous-flow system.

Generally, a high temperature high-speed dryer
should operate at the highest temperature that will not
damage corn quality. Section 2 provides guidelines for
maximum kernel temperatures during drying. Drying
temperatures in excess of 180˚F are acceptable, since the
evaporative cooling process keeps the kernel
temperatures within acceptable levels. High-speed batch,
continuous-flow, and in-bin drying systems will all
perform more efficiently at the higher drying
temperatures.

You can find the recommended drying temperatures
for your system in the section dealing with that type of
drying system. The temperature shown for each drying
system allows that system to operate most efficiently.
Lower temperatures may be used, however, to match
the drying to the harvesting rate. Adjusting temperatures

to match the harvesting rate means that the grain dries
when you want it to.

Methods Of Specifying Required Heat

Natural air/flow temperature drying systems call for a
very specific temperature rise (2˚-10˚F). Tables 1 and 2
provide the approximate temperature rises for each gas
pressure setting for all "Chicago" heaters.

High temperature systems usually recommend a total
drying air temperature (120˚-180˚F). Total temperature is
the sum of the outside temperature and the temperature
rise provided by the heater. (T outside + T rise = T total).

Determining The Temperature Rise

The following formula can be used to estimate the
amount of BTU's per hour required to provide a specific
temperature rise in a drying system.

BTU's/Hr. = CFM of Airflow X 1.08 x ˚F.
Temperature Rise Desired.

Example: How many BTU's/Hr. are required to 
produce a 100˚F temperature rise in a 
drying system that has a drying fan 
capable of moving 10,000 CFM of air?

Solution: 10,000 CFM X 1.08 X 100˚F Rise = 
1,080,000 BTU's/Hr.

If the fuel input of BTU's/Hr. remains constant, the
temperature rise will increase as the drying airflow
decreases. (Temperature rise will decrease as airflow
increases).

Example: What is the new temperature rise, if the 
drying airflow in the above example would 
drop to 8,000 CFM?

Solution: 1,080,000 BTU/Hr.
8,000 CFM X 1.08  

This concept is important to understand for two
reasons. First, some heaters are designed to be installed

Figure 1  Energy requirements of a typical cross-flow dryer as a
function of drying air temperature and air flow rates. (From:
University of Nebraska, 1975.)

Figure 2  As shown here, the total drying air temperature will
fluctuate as the outside temperature changes.

125˚F
Temperature Rise
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on many different models of fans. Total temperature rise
capabilities will vary when the same size heater is
installed on different sized fans. The fan delivering the
least amount of air will have the highest temperature
rise (at constant heat inputs). It is also very important to
understand how static pressure can affect the
temperature rise capabilities of a heater.

Static pressure (as discussed in Section 2) is a
measure of the resistance to airflow. The higher the
resistance, the less air you can move. As grain depths
increase in a drying bin, the static pressure increases,
consequently reducing the airflow from the fan. If the
BTU/Hr. heat input to the heater remains constant, the
temperature rise will increase.

Notice the information on heat rise in Tables 1 and 2.
Each gas pressure setting gives one heat output – but
several temperature rises. The correct temperature to
select depends on the airflow. You can approximate the
airflow by knowing the static pressure.

You can accurately measure static pressure with a
static pressure gauge. Or estimate as follows:

Approx. Corresponding
static corn

pressure depth

1.0"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5'
2.5"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.0'
4.0"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.0'

Controlling The Drying Temperature

Constant Heat: The control circuit for the heater is
wired to operate continuously. The safety controls still
operate, but the controls will always be calling for heat.

Humidistat: Calls for heat when the air is above a
specified relative humidity. The gas pressure is set to
warm the air only 20˚F. Temperature rises over 20˚-30˚F
can damage a humidistat.

Thermostat: This controls the total temperature
going into the bin. In high temperature systems, a
constant temperature is preferred. Suppose you desire
140˚F for the total drying temperature. Set the
thermostat at 140˚F. The gas pressure then should be
adjusted to give a heat rise that, when added to the
outside temperature, exceeds 140˚F.

The thermostat cycles the heater off and on (single-
stage heaters) or from high-fire to low-fire (two stage
heaters) to maintain a constant drying temperature, just
as a home thermostat maintains a constant room
temperature.

Be sure to set the gas pressure high enough to
maintain the desired drying temperature during the
night, when the outside temperatures will begin to
drop. If you use a vaporizer (see Section 8), be sure the
heater is not cycling off the vapor high limit rather than
the thermostat.

Modulating Valves: These automatically adjust the

gas pressure to keep the heat going into the bin
constant. The heater operates constantly rather than
cycling on and off. These are popular in recirculating
bins where you need a constant underfloor temperature.

You should use a thermometer to set the modulating
valve. After adjusting the control to the desired
temperature, wait to make sure the heat will remain
constant. Keep increasing the gas pressure by adjusting
the modulating control valve until the temperature stays
at the desired level. From that point on, it will take over
and automatically compensate for the changes in the
outdoor temperature.

Time Clocks

Time clocks can be used when a high temperature
burner is used with a natural air/low temperature drying
system. Set the heater to give a 24˚F temperature rise,
and wire a 24-hour time clock into the control. Set the
clock to operate one hour for each degree of
temperature rise desired.

Setting The Drying Temperatures

You can raise or lower drying temperatures by
changing the gas pressure setting on the heater. You
can adjust all the "Chicago" heaters by changing the
pressure regulator setting.  "Chicago" decals on the
heaters refer to the heat output only – not the actual
temperature rise. The charts in this section show the
heat output and estimated temperature rises for
different gas pressure settings for all "Chicago" heaters.

Instructions For Using Heat Rise Tables

Locate your particular fan and heater at the left-based
on horsepower, heater size and LP or natural gas. Find
the corresponding estimated temperature rises in the
three columns to the right – based on the gas pressure
settings and the heat input of the columns on the left.
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Figure 3  A single-stage heater is one that cycles completely on or
off. A two-stage heater will cycle between a high-fire and low-fire
position, thus maintaining a more constant drying temperature.
Though most heaters operate in a similar manner, the physical
appearance of the components and the pressure setting will vary
with different brands.

Cool Air

Fan

Heater

Gas (btu/hr of heat into system)

Warm Air



Example: What should the gas pressure setting of a 
"Chicago" 10 Hp. vane axial fan and D4804C
heater, operating against a 2.5" static 
pressure to give a total drying temperature
of 140˚F (assume 50˚F outside)?

Solution: Temperature rise: 140˚F - 50˚F = 90˚F.
Table 1 shows that you'll need a pressure
setting of at least 8 PSI for a 90˚ 
temperature rise.

Reference

1. Michigan State University, 1981. Shivvers In-Bin
Counter Flow Dryer, Test Report #3-1.

Table 1
FS “Chicago” Heat Rise Tables (LP)
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Static Pressure
Fan & Gas Pres. Heater Output 1" 2.5" 4"
Heater (PSI) (BTU/Hr.) Temp. Rise ˚F
5-Hp. 22" 1 220,000 19 22 29
Vane Axial 2 332,000 28 34 43
D4704C 4 506,000 43 51 66
Heater 6 616,000 53 63 80
No. 23 8 727,000 62 74 95
Orifice 10 814,000 70 83 106
LP 12 890,000 76 90 116

15 1,100,000 94 112 143
7.5-Hp. 22" 1 220,000 17 19 23
Vane Axial 2 332,000 25 29 35
D4704C 4 506,000 39 44 54
Heater 6 616,000 47 54 65
No. 23 8 727,000 55 64 77
Orifice 10 814,000 62 71 86
LP 12 890,000 68 78 94

15 1,100,000 84 96 117
10-Hp. 26" 1 220,000 15 17 20
Vane Axial 2 332,000 23 26 30
D4850C 4 506,000 35 40 46
Heater 6 616,000 43 48 56
No. 23 8 727,000 51 57 67
Orifice 10 814,000 57 64 75
LP 12 890,000 62 70 82

15 1,100,000 77 86 101

Note: The above temperature rise figures are realistic
estimates based on the manufacturers stated heat output 
and fan airflow but, because of the many factors beyond 
our control, they cannot be guaranteed.

FS “Chicago” Heat Rise Tables (LP)

Static Pressure
Fan & Gas Pres. Heater Output 1" 2.5" 4"
Heater (PSI) (BTU/Hr.) Temp. Rise ˚F
10-Hp. 26" 1 450,000 32 35 41
Vane Axial 2 530,000 37 41 49
D4804C 4 820,000 58 64 75
Heater 6 1,075,000 75 84 99
3/16" 8 1,270,000 89 99 116
Orifice 10 1,420,000 100 111 130
LP 12 1,580,000 111 123 145

15 1,750,000 123 137 160
10-Hp. 26" 1 220,000 16 17 18
Centrifugal 2 332,000 23 25 27
D4850C 4 506,000 35 38 41
Heater 6 616,000 42 46 50
No. 23 8 727,000 51 56 62
Orifice 10 814,000 57 63 70
LP 12 890,000 63 70 78

15 1,100,000 80 90 100
10-Hp. 26" 1 80,000 6 6 7
Centrifugal 2 130,000 10 10 11
D4835C 4 205,000 15 16 17
Heater 6 270,000 18 20 21
7/64" 8 330,000 23 25 27
Orifice 10 375,000 26 28 30
LP 12 415,000 28 30 32

15 450,000 31 33 36
10-Hp. 26" 1 350,000 23 25 27
Centrifugal 2 496,000 33 35 39
D4092C 4 704,000 47 50 55
Heater 6 861,000 57 61 67
(2).154" 9 1,051,000 70 74 82
Orifice 12 1,216,000 80 86 95
LP 15 1,360,000 90 96 106

1 700,000 46 49 54
2 992,000 66 70 77
4 1,408,000 93 100 110
6 1,722,000 114 122 134
9 2,102,000 139 149 164

12 2,432,000 161 172 189
15 2,720,000 180 192 212

20-Hp.26" 1 350,000 17 18 20
Centrifugal 2 496,000 25 26 28
D4092C 4 704,000 35 37 39
Heater 6 861,000 43 45 48
(2).154" 9 1,051,000 52 55 59
Orifice 12 1,216,000 60 64 68
LP 15 1,360,000 67 71 76

(CHART CONTINUED NEXT PAGE)
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Static Pressure
Fan & Gas Pres. Heater Output 1" 2.5" 4"
Heater (PSI) (BTU/Hr.) Temp. Rise ˚F

1 700,000 35 37 39
2 992,000 49 52 55
4 1,408,000 70 74 79
6 1,722,000 85 90 96
9 2,102,000 104 110 117

12 2,432,000 120 128 136
15 2,720,000 135 143 152

10-Hp. 26" 1/2 600,000 42 46 60
Centrifugal 1 947,000 68 75 83
D4804C 2 1,135,000 84 93 103
Heater 4 1,480,000 118 128 143
1/4" 6 1,890,000 160 185 –
Orifice 8 2,200,000 – – –
LP 10 2,385,000 – – –

12 2,517,000 – – –
20-Hp. 26" 1 220,000 11 12 13
Centrifugal 2 332,000 16 18 20
D4850C 4 506,000 25 27 29
Heater 6 616,000 31 33 36
No. 23 8 727,000 37 40 43
Orifice 10 814,000 43 46 49
LP 12 890,000 47 51 54

15 1,100,000 59 63 67
20-Hp. 26" 1 80,000 5 5 5
Centrifugal 2 130,000 7 7 8
D4835C 4 205,000 10 11 12
Heater 6 270,000 14 15 16
7/64" 8 330,000 17 18 20
Orifice 10 375,000 18 20 22
LP 12 415,000 20 22 24

15 450,000 22 24 26
20-Hp.26" 1/2 600,000 30 32 35
Centrifugal 1 947,000 50 53 57
D4804C 2 1,135,000 62 66 70
Heater 4 1,480,000 83 89 96
1/4" 6 1,890,000 111 120 130
Orifice 8 2,200,000 135 145 157
LP 10 2,385,000 148 169 –

12 2,517,000 – – –

FS “Chicago” Heat Rise Tables (LP)

Static Pressure
Fan & Gas Pres. Heater Output 1" 2.5" 4"
Heater (PSI) (BTU/Hr.) Temp. Rise ˚F
5-Hp. 22" 1/2 300,000 25 30 39
Vane Axial 1 410,000 35 41 53
D4724C 2 565,000 48 57 73
Heater 4 775,000 66 78 100
7/32" 6 950,000 81 96 123
Orifice 8 1,100,000 94 110 143
Nat. Gas
7.5-Hp. 22" 1/2 300,000 22 26 31
Vane Axial 1 410,000 31 35 43
D4724C 2 565,000 43 49 59
Heater 4 775,000 59 67 82
7/32" 6 950,000 72 83 100
Orifice 8 1,100,000 83 96 116
Nat. Gas
10-Hp. 26" 1/2 300,000 21 23 27
Vane Axial 1 410,000 28 32 37
D4855C 2 565,000 39 44 51
Heater 4 775,000 54 60 71
7/32" 6 950,000 66 74 87
Orifice 8 1,100,000 77 85 100
Nat. Gas
10-Hp. 26" 1 450,000 31 35 41
Vane Axial 2 1,000,000 70 78 91
D4824C 4 1,350,000 94 105 123
Heater 6 1,600,000 112 125 146
9/32"
Orifice
Nat. Gas

Table 2
FS “Chicago” Heat Rise Tables (natural gas)

DSH Series LP And Natural Gas Modular Heaters

DSH series modular heaters may be used within a wide
variety of crop drying fans. The BTU ranges given, are
based on the standard Orifice and minimum low-fire to
maximum high-fire conditions. The actual temperature
rises will depend on the model fan used with this heater.

Note: The above temperature rise figures are realistic
estimates based on the manufacturers stated heat output 
and fan airflow but, because of the many factors beyond 
our control, they cannot be guaranteed.
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Static Pressure
Fan & Gas Pres. Heater Output 1" 2.5" 4"
Heater (PSI) (BTU/Hr.) Temp. Rise ˚F
10-Hp. 26" 1/2 300,000 20 22 24
Centrifugal 1 410,000 28 30 32
D4855C 2 565,000 39 43 47
Heater 4 775,000 55 60 66
7/32" 6 950,000 68 75 83
Orifice 8 1,100,000 80 90 100
Nat. Gas
10-Hp. 26" 1 450,000 31 33 36
Centrifugal 2 1,100,000 71 80 89
D4824C 4 1,350,000 105 114 127
Heater 6 1,600,000 129 141 158
9/32"
Orifice
Nat. Gas
20-Hp. 26" 1/2 300,000 15 16 17
Centrifugal 1 410,000 20 22 24
D4855C 2 565,000 27 30 33
Heater 4 775,000 40 43 46
7/32" 6 950,000 50 53 57
Orifice 8 1,100,000 59 63 67
Nat. Gas
20-Hp. 26" 1 450,000 22 24 26
Centrifugal 2 1,000,000 53 57 61
D4824C 4 1,350,000 74 79 85
Heater 6 1,600,000 91 97 104
9/32"
Orifice
Nat. Gas
10-Hp.26" 1 383,000 25 27 30
Centrifugal 2 541,000 36 38 42
D4092C 4 765,000 51 54 60
Heater 6 935,000 62 66 73
(2).203" 9 1,145,000 76 81 89
Orifice 12 1,325,000 88 94 103
Nat. Gas 15 1,480,000 98 105 115

Table 2 continued
FS “Chicago” Heat Rise Tables (natural gas)

Static Pressure
Fan & Gas Pres. Heater Output 1" 2.5" 4"
Heater (PSI) (BTU/Hr.) Temp. Rise ˚F

1 766,000 51 54 60
2 1,082,000 72 76 84
4 1,530,000 101 108 119
6 1,870,000 124 132 146
9 2,290,000 151 162 178

12 2,650,000 175 187 206
15 2,960,000 196 209 230

20-Hp. 26" 1 383,000 19 20 21
Centrifugal 2 541,000 27 28 30
D4092C 4 765,000 38 40 43
Heater 6 935,000 46 49 52
(2).203" 9 1,145,000 57 60 64
Orifice 12 1,325,000 66 70 74
Nat. Gas 15 1,400,000 69 73 78

1 766,000 38 40 43
2 1,082,000 54 57 60
4 1,530,000 76 80 85
6 1,870,000 93 98 104
9 2,290,000 113 120 128

12 2,650,000 131 139 148
15 2,960,000 147 155 165

FS “Chicago” Heat Rise Tables (natural gas)

Burner BTU Range
Model No. Length Orifice Nat. Gas LP

DSH2610 10" .109" 30,000 - 860,000 50,000 - 1,4000,000

DSH2616 16" .154' 75,000 - 1,700,000 120,000 - 2,720,000

DSH3220 20" .203" 130,000 - 2,960,000 200,000 - 4,780,000

DSH3226 26" .219" 150,000 - 3,440,000 240,000 - 5,504,000

Table 3

Note: The above temperature rise figures are realistic estimates based on the manufacturers stated heat output and 
fan airflow but, because of the many factors beyond our control, they cannot be guaranteed.





Cost Of Overdrying

There are many alternatives that can be considered as
you look for ways to reduce the cost of drying, but the
first alternative that needs to be considered is what it
costs to overdry your grain. Overdrying is simply
removing more moisture than necessary, for safe storage
over the period of time that the corn is being stored.

Corn that is harvested late in the fall, placed in
storage and kept cool with the proper aeration manage-
ment, can be held at 17-18% moisture content, if it is
fed out during the winter months. 18% moisture
content corn, stored at 40˚F has an allowable storage
time of 288 days (Section 1). If the corn's temperature is
allowed to increase to 60 degrees F, the allowable
storage time is cut by approximately 80%. To
successfully store this higher moisture content corn
through the winter for feed, aerate the corn regularly to
maintain its temperature at 35-40˚F. If the corn is not fed
by early April, when temperatures start to rise, then it
must be dried down to 15%.

Corn that will not be stored into the summer months,
need not be dried to less than 15%, provided proper
aeration is used. Drying corn an extra two points can
reduce the number for bushels that a gallon of fuel will
dry by as much as 25%. Table 1 shows some
comparative estimates of the energy required to dry
25% corn to different final moisture contents in a high-
speed drying system. Substantial energy savings can be
realized by not overdrying your grain.

In addition to the extra drying cost, the market
currently penalizes you for delivering corn that is drier
than 15.0%. Overdrying below 15.0% (on which the
market is based) produces a "shrinkage" in the total
weight of the corn sold.

Table 2 shows that overdrying to 12% means a loss of
4% of the total pounds of corn that could be sold. In
other words, you will lose 4 bushels of corn for every
100 bushels sold.

When you combine the extra drying costs incurred
with the extra shrinkage costs, you can see that
overdrying grain can be very costly (Table 3).
Overdrying corn from 15%-13% can cost an additional
12 cents per bushel. In some cases, this may be more
than what it costs to dry the corn to 15.0% in the first
place.

Drying corn to 13% is not considered to be
overdrying when the corn is going into long-term
storage. The costs of overdrying are only incurred if you
dry the corn down below 13%.

There are other advantages for not overdrying grain.
Less drying can reduce stress cracks of the kernels,
decreasing their susceptibility to breakage in later
handling operations. Reducing overdrying can also
provide an increase in test weight. You may also be able
to increase your dryer's output capacity, by eliminating
overdrying.
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SECTION X – EFFICIENT CROP DRYING

Final Gallons Kilowatt
Moisture of Hours of Electrical
Content Propane/100 Bu.** Energy/100 Bu.

To 15.5% 20 10

To 14% 23.5 11

To 13% 26 12

To 12% 28.5 13

To 11% 31.5 14

Table 1 (1)
Comparative Estimates of Energy Requirements
When Drying 25.5% Moisture Corn*

*These are estimates intended to help compare alternatives. These
values are representatives of typical automatic batch or continuous-
flow dryers removing 10 points of moisture.

**Comparisons are made on the basis of 100 bushels of corn at
15.5% moisture content. For example, overdrying to 11% will yield
only 94.9 bushels at 11% instead of the 100 bushels. If
comparisons are made on actual 56 lb. bushels at the reduced
moisture contents, the fuel and electrical requirements would be
higher.

(1) Morey, R. V., Cloud H. A. 1980. Saving Energy In Corn Drying,
N-1161.

Moisture
Content Weight Per “Shrinkage”

When Sold, % Bushel (lbs.) Loss %

15.0% 56 0

13.0% 54.4 3

12.0% 53.8 4

10.0% 52 7.2

8.0% 51.4 8.3

Table 2 (1)
Loss in Value From Overdrying Shelled Corn

Based on a “market bushel” of 56 lbs. at 15.0% moisture content.

Table 3
Overdrying Costs When Marketing Shelled Corn
Below 15.0%

Based on shelled corn at $3.00 per bushel, propane at 60 cents a
gallon, and electricity at 5 cents per kwh hour.

Extra Extra Total
Moisture Drying Shrinkage Overdrying
Content Costs Costs Costs

Cents/Bu

14% 2.2 5.3 7.5

13% 3.7 8.7 12.4

12% 5.3 11.8 17.1

11% 7.1 15.1 22.2
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Harvest Moisture Contents

The moisture content at which you start to harvest
can also have an effect on your total drying costs. The
higher the moisture content of the grain at harvest, the
larger your drying bill.

There's almost twice as much water to be removed
when drying a bushel of corn from 30% to 15.0% as
from 24% to 15.0%. The difference between the two
moisture contents is nearly two-thirds of a gallon of
water per bushel. This may not sound like a lot, but in a
10,000 bushel drying bin, this equals 6,700 gallons of
additional water that you must pay to remove from your
corn.

Table 5 estimates the amount of fuel that is required
to dry corn. Increasing the initial moisture content from

24% to 30% reduces the number of bushels a gallon of
LP will dry by 60%. Looking again at a 10,000 bushel
drying bin, this means it will take an additional 1,162
gallons of LP gas to dry the 30% corn down to 14%.
Besides the drying cost savings, there will be less fines,
beeswings, and damaged kernels by allowing the corn to
field dry to 24-26%.

Field losses start to increase once corn dries below
22%. Usually the increase in field losses are greater than
further drying cost savings, so it will generally pay to
start harvesting before it reaches 22%.

Early planting influences fall maturity and the
moisture content of the corn at harvest time. The length
of the growing season for the corn variety is also a
factor. If corn dried down 1/2% per day in the fall, 10
days earlier planting or a corn variety with 10 days
shorter growing season could mean a 5% lower moisture
content in the fall. The use of shorter-season corn can
reduce drying costs but you must compare the possible
yield differences against the drying cost savings.

Controlling Grain Depth

Maintaining the proper grain depth in a drying bin is
very important for efficient operation of your drying
system. Bins have a tendency to get filled to the eave,
especially on good harvesting days. Doing so can greatly
increase drying costs and reduce dryer capacity.

High temperature, in-bin drying systems operate most
efficiently at a 6'-8' grain depth. This depth guarantees
that the drying air will leave the grain fully saturated,
while maintaining low static pressures. In a 30' diameter
drying bin, overfilling to a depth of 16' can reduce
airflow anywhere from 20-40%, depending upon the
type of drying fan. In general, a 1% loss in airflow equals
a 1% loss in drying capacity. Many times, controlling the
grain depth at 8' can increase the drying capacity as
much as adding a second drying fan and tying to dry at
a 16' grain depth.

Table 6 helps to illustrate this point. Moving 1.25
CFM of air per bushel through 16' of grain requires twice
as much horsepower as the same airflow rate through
12'. As grain depth (static pressure) increases, more and
more of the fan's horsepower is consumed overcoming

Table 4
Pounds of Water Removed Per Bushel in Drying

Lbs.of Water Lbs.of Water
Initial Lbs.of Removed Per Removed Per

Moisture Water Per Bushel,Drying Bushel,Drying
Content (%) Bushel* To 15.0% Moisture To 13% Moisture

35 25.4 17.0 18.3

30 20.2 11.8 13.1

28 18.4 10.0 11.3

26 16.6 8.2 9.5

25 15.7 7.3 8.6

24 14.9 6.5 7.8

22 13.3 4.9 6.2

20 11.8 3.4 4.7

18 10.4 2.0 3.3

15.0 8.4 0 1.6

13 7.1 – 0

*Based on a “market bushel” of 56 lbs. at 15.0% moisture content.

Table 5
Estimated Fuel Required for Drying Corn*

* Morey, R. V., Cloud H. A., 1980. Saving Energy in Corn Drying, 
N-161.

** Equivalent bushels of No. 2 corn (15.5% moisture content). 
Based on an outside temperature of 40˚F and a drying air 
temperature of 200˚F.

Final Corn Moisture Initial Corn Moisture Content
Content % 24% 28% 32%

Bushels** of corn which can be 
dried per gallon of LP gas.

22 30.8 12.5 7.1

20 18.2 8.9 5.6

18 11.8 6.7 4.5

16 8.2 5.2 3.6

14 5.9 4.0 3.0

12 4.3 3.1 2.4

Table 6**
Horsepower Per 10,000 Bu. Corn for Different
Airflows and Depths*

* Fan efficiency at 50%.
** Peterson, Bill, 1983. Energy Considerations in Drying. 1983 

Grain Conditioning Conference.

Airflow Depth of Shelled Corn
CFM/Bu. 12 Ft. 14 Ft. 16 Ft. 18 Ft. 20 Ft.

1.0 3.8 Hp. 5.4 Hp. 7.4 Hp. 9.9 Hp. 12.6 Hp.

1.25 6.3 Hp. 9.3 Hp. 12.6 Hp. 16.5 Hp. 21.7 Hp.

1.5 9.5 Hp. 14.2 Hp. 18.9 Hp. 25.8 Hp. 33.1 Hp.



the additional static pressure and less is available for the
efficient delivery of drying air.

In a natural/air flow temperature system, airflow
determines drying time. The more air that is delivered,
the faster the drying front moves through the grain and
the more reliable the system. Reducing the initial grain
depth below the maximum allowed in Section 5 will
increase the airflow rate per bushel. This will result in a
reduction in the total drying time and drying costs.

Reducing the initial fill depth does not mean that the
balance of the storage space in the bin will be wasted.
The remaining space can be filled with wet corn after
the initial layer has dried. Section 5 also provides
guidelines for layer-filling a bin after the initial fill.

To dry efficiently, the drying fan should provide as
much airflow as possible for every kilowatt of electricity
it consumes. If you can increase the drying capacity
without increasing the drying horsepower, you will
lower the total drying cost per bushel.
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"Should I clean my grain or leave the fines in?" Have
you ever asked yourself this question – especially after a
season of difficult harvesting and drying? Although it is
sometimes difficult to fit a cleaner into a well-developed
drying and handling system, cleaning grain before
drying can result in substantial energy savings.

Clean grain allows air to travel through it easier. Fines
(broken kernels and other foreign material or BCFM)
plug open areas between the whole kernels, increasing
the airflow resistance. Imagine how much easier it would
be to push air through a bin full of basketballs than a bin
full of sand. Next, visualize what would happen if the
two were mixed together. The sand would sift in around
the basketballs, plug those large open areas and increase
the resistance to airflow (static pressure).

Fines or BCFM is defined as all material that will pass
through a 12/64" round hole sieve, plus all material
other than corn that remains in the sieved sample
(USDA, 1970). No. 2 yellow corn has a maximum
allowable BCFM limit of 3%. Of course, this does not
include all the fines – only those passing through a
12/64" sieve.

BCFM only accounts for 40% of the total fines (Table
1) and the total fines are what restrict the airflow. The
largest fines, (sizes 1 and 2) make up 59% of the total
weight of fines, but they aren't measured as BCFM,
because they don't pass through a 12/64" sieve. Corn

assumed to contain 3% BCFM would have a total fines
content of approximately 7%. (1)

Research has shown that as the fines content
increases, substantially more power is needed to
maintain the same airflow and drying rates. Less and less
air is moved per unit of energy being consumed by the
fan. The actual amount will vary depending upon the
specific airflow rates and fan design. Centrifugal fans,
which operate at higher static pressures than vane axial
fans, are affected less by fines content.

Effects of Cleaning Grain

Figure 2 illustrates the effect cleaning has on the fan
power requirements for several typical farm drying
situations. The corn was assumed to initially contain 3%
BCFM (No. 2 grain quality). The fan power index (100
for clean corn) shows the additional horsepower
required to maintain the airflow rates to dry or aerate
corn, as it is passed over consecutively larger screens. As
the screen size is increased, more fines are removed from
the corn. The effect of cleaning your grain is slight in an
aeration system which typically has low air flow rates.

SECTION XI – CLEANING GRAIN TO SAVE ENERGY

Figure 1  Fines fill in the void areas between the whole kernels.
The smaller openings caused by the plugged voids restrict airflow
and increase horsepower requirements.

Passed Passed % Fines
Size Through Over By Weight

1(largest) 16/64 in. 14/64 in. 33
2 14/64 in. 12/64 in. 26
3 12/64 in. 10/64 in. 18
4 10/64 in. 8/64 in. 10
5 8/64 in. 6/64 in. 5
6 6/64 in. 4.5/64 in. 3
7 (smallest) 4.5/64 in. – 5

Table 1
Distribution of Fines in Country Elevator Samples (1)

A = Low temp bin dryer 
(1.5 CFM/Bu.) (1)

B = High temp in-bin dryer 
(7 CFM/Bu.) (2)

C = Low temp bin dryer 
(1.0 CFM/Bu.) (1)

D = High temp column dryer 
(80 CFM/Bu.) (3)

E = Aeration ( .2 CFM/Bu.) (4)

(1) = 24' dia. Bin, 16' grain depth.
(2) = 24' dia. Bin, 6' grain depth.
(3) = 500 sq. ft. column area, 

1' column width.
(4) = 24' dia. Bin, 20.4' depth.

Figure 2

Fines
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The power requirements for uncleaned corn are only
about 110% of that for cleaned corn. As the airflow rates
increase though, so do the horsepower requirements. In
a typical column dryer, the power requirements increase
to 147% of that for clean corn. This figure increases to
299% for a typical high-temperature in-bin drying
system and to 364% for a low-temperature bin dryer
with an airflow rate of 1.5 CFM/Bu.

University tests have also shown that cleaning grain
can reduce the cost of drying your grain. Table 2
presents the fan energy cost savings available with a
typical vane axial fan for the five different systems
discussed. In a low-temperature drying system (1.5
CFM/Bu., 24' bin and 16' grain depth) savings of up to
$1.07 per hour are possible for cleaning your grain. A
typical low-temperature system may operate up to 500
hours a season. Cleaning grain before drying with a
high-temperature in-bin system can provide savings of
up to $1.33 per hour of operation or about $32.00 per
day. Total savings would depend upon how many days
you operate this type of system during the fall.

Reducing fan energy cost is not the only reason why
you should clean your grain. Fines are more susceptible
to mold growth and spoilage than whole kernels. They
can spoil up to three times faster than a whole kernel. If
overdrying or excessive aeration has been required to
keep your corn in condition, you might be able to
eliminate these costs by removing some of these fines.

Fines can cause other problems as well. Generally, the
center of the bin will have a much higher concentration
of fines. This can prevent the center from drying as fast
as the other portion. In a storage bin, the additional
airflow restriction can prevent the center from cooling
properly, which can lead to grain spoilage.

What To Do With The Fines

Although energy savings and improved storability
result, the cost of obtaining these benefits needs to be
considered. Fines have the same market value as No. 2
corn, if they don't exceed 3% BCFM. To totally remove
them without a use or market would be the same as
having 3% less corn to sell.

Research would indicate that it isn't necessary to
remove all the fines. Figure 2 shows that once corn has
been cleaned with a 12/64" screen, the additional fan
horsepower required to maintain the desired drying air-
flow rate becomes minimal. From Table 1, you can see
that 59% of the fines would pass over a 12/64" screen
and remain in the corn. In other words, only the smallest
sized fines (40% or the weight) actually creates the very
high horsepower requirements. By selecting the proper
screen size, you would be able to take advantage of the
majority of the energy savings and just remove only a
small portion of the total fines.

The fines that are removed from your corn still have
some value. If you are a livestock producer, you can feed
them at nearly the same value as No. 2 yellow corn. If
not, you might be able to sell those fines to a neighbor
who could use them for feed. Illinois elevators have
reported the market for fines to be approximately 60%-
70% the price of corn. (2) The economics for cleaning
are much improved when a market or use is available for
these fines.

Types Of Cleaners Available

"What is the best type of cleaner?" This often depends
on what will most economically fit into your system. It is
sometimes difficult to add a cleaner in a large, well-
developed system.

No standard test results are published on typical 
farm-type grain cleaners. A fair comparison of cleaning
performance is therefore difficult to make. Of primary
importance when selecting a cleaner is the bushel per
hour capacity. Make sure the bushels per hour
capabilities is large enough to prevent creating a bottle
neck in your system. Most cleaners work by grain
traveling across a screen. The fines fall through while the
whole kernels travel on. A variety of screen sizes are
available to allow for cleaning of various products. The
amount of fines in your grain can vary from field to field.
Constant combine adjustments at harvest time is the first
step in reducing the amount of BCFM. Consult with your
equipment manufacturer for proper adjustment
procedures.

The least cost cleaner is a perforated section inserted
in a portable auger. This is an option from nearly all
manufacturers. Collection of fines beneath the auger can
be a problem.

Portable, rotating screen cleaners have become
popular in the last few years. 

By rotating, the grain flow is spread out and exposed

Table 2
Effect of Grain Drying on Fan Energy Costs (1)

* Energy Cost of Fan Operation at 6 cents/Kwh.

Dollars/100 hours of Operation*
Low- Low- High- High-

Temp. Temp. Temp. Temp.
Screen (1 CFM/ (1.5 CFM/ Column In-Bin

Size Aeration Bu.) Bu.) Dryer Dryer

16/64 in.
(largest) $3.90 $20.00 $ 41.00 $104.00 $ 67.00

14/64 in. $3.90 $21.00 $ 44.00 $107.00 $ 72.00

12/64 in. $4.00 $22.00 $ 47.00 $109.00 $ 77.00

10/64 in. $4.00 $23.00 $ 51.00 $113.00 $ 82.00

8/64 in. $4.00 $24.00 $ 61.00 $119.00 $ 96.00

6/64 in. $4.10 $26.00 $ 73.00 $126.00 $112.00

4.5/64 in.
(smallest) $4.20 $30.00 $101.00 $138.00 $147.00

None $4.30 $34.00 $148.00 $152.00 $200.00



to more screen area for better cleaning. Some are
equipped with more than one screen to remove both
the fines as well as the coarse material. Fines collection
pans, fill augers, and fines removal augers are all typical
options.

Air is used in some cleaners to separate fines. As grain
is fed through the cleaner an air stream is directed on it.
The fines are picked up by the air velocity, while the
whole kernels travel on unchanged. The fines are then
collected from the air stream. These have sometimes
been effective for removing weed seed from crops when
the seed sizes of the product and the foreign material
are too similar to remove with a screen type cleaner.

Bucket elevators can be equipped with cleaners.
These cleaners generally are located at the top of the
elevator so grain can be cleaned prior to dropping to a
storage bin. Grain travels across a series of screens
through which the fines fall. They are then spouted to
ground level for collection. These types of cleaners gen-
erally require about 10' more elevator height.

Vibrating screen cleaners have not been marketed
strongly for on-farm use. They are an effective cleaner –
though probably less economical without large volumes
of grain.

Summary

Cleaning can reduce energy use for grain drying and
improve its storability. As the fines content increases, so

does the potential for savings from adding a cleaner. By
properly selecting the screen size, you can take
advantage of the majority of the energy savings, yet
only remove a very small portion of the total weight of
the grain you have to sell.

When considering a cleaner, be sure it will adequately
handle the bushels per hour you need in your handling
system. Don't create another bottleneck. 

Continually adjust your combine during harvest to
minimize the amount of fines coming into your drying
and storage system. This, along with a grain cleaner, can
assure a clean product will go into the bin. Then the
energy required to dry it can be minimized, and more
importantly, a quality product comes out again.
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In the past, very few soybeans have been dried in a
bin on the farm, but today, drying has come to be
regarded as a way to help insure that the highest
possible quality soybeans are going into storage. Late
planting and periods of cold, wet, rainy weather in the
fall may mean that the moisture content of the standing
beans will never approach safe storage levels. Drying
soybeans allows you to increase the number of available
harvest days, reduce field losses, harvest losses, and mar-
ket weight losses, as well as increase the time available
for fall field work.

Harvesting Guidelines

Studies have shown that the average combine leaves
10% of the soybean crop in the field. By harvesting at a
higher moisture content, these losses can be reduced to
4-5%. (1) Field losses from lodged plants and open pods
will also increase as the moisture content drops below
13%. Market weight, and thus value, decreases about
1.15% percent per point of moisture below 13%. (2) At
$7.00 per bushel, this represents a loss of about 8 cents
per bushel per point. When the moisture content drops
below 12%, soybeans become brittle and more
susceptible to damage during harvest and handling.
Cleaning and handling seed beans at this moisture
content can reduce germination.

Drying Requirements

In general, all drying methods that can handle corn
are adaptable to soybeans. You must be careful though
because soybeans are fragile and they can be damaged
by air that is too hot or too dry, as well as by rough
handling. Too much heat will cause excessive seed coat
cracking or splits. High drying temperatures can result in
100% splits in as short an exposure time as five minutes.
The key factor in minimizing coat cracking is to keep the
drying air above 40% relative humidity. Since humidity is
cut 50% with each 20˚F temperature rise, this puts an
important limit on the drying air temperature. In
commercial drying, where the percentage of splits is not
a concern, soybeans are usually dried with a maximum
temperature of 130-140˚F.

Any in-bin drying system designed for corn will work
for drying soybeans. Be careful, though, with in-bin
continuous-flow systems and stirring devices. These
systems can damage soybeans as the moisture drops to
12% or below. To avoid excessive moisture variation
from top to bottom with a batch-in-bin system, use
shallow batch depths (2-3') when drying soybeans.

Grain spreaders are suitable for commercial soybeans,
but not for seed beans. When a spreader isn't used,
withdraw several loads from the bin center during filling
to help level grain and remove the fines. 

It's best to run the soybeans through a grain cleaner
to remove weed seeds and fines. They increase airflow
resistance, encourage mold and insect growth, and can
cause additional market discounts.

Drying Soybeans Using Natural Air

On most farms, soybeans can be successfully dried
using natural air. This eliminates the risk associated with
excessive drying temperatures.

Airflow rates similar to natural air corn drying are
usually recommended when drying soybeans. The
resistance to airflow by soybeans is approximately 25%
less than that for shelled corn. The use of drying facilities
designed for corn will allow about 25% greater depth
for the same airflow rate when drying soybeans. (Refer
to Section 5 for the recommended operating depths for
natural air corn drying). However, it may be better to
use a shallower depth for soybeans to allow more
airflow. Greater airflow means faster drying.

If the fall weather is unusually cold or damp, a small
amount of supplemental heat can be added to the
drying air. The temperature rise should not exceed 20˚F.
A temperature rise greater than 20˚F increases the
potential for overdrying and cracking and is not
recommended. Use a humidistat to shut off the heater
when the relative humidity of the drying air is below
45%.

Drying time depends upon airflow, weather, and ini-
tial moisture content, but will probably be two to four
weeks. Check soybean moisture and condition every day
or two. Run the fan continuously until the drying front
reaches the top layer of beans or the average outdoor
temperature falls below freezing. Resume drying in the
spring if necessary. If you detect mold, heating, or foul
odors during drying, unload the bin and sell or high-
temperature dry the beans.

SECTION XII – DRYING SOYBEANS

Table 2
Recommended Airflows and Moisture Contents
for Natural Air Drying of Soybeans (3)

Airflow October 1 November 1
(CFM/Bu.) Harvest Harvest

Moisture Content, %

1.00 17.0 19.0

1.25 17.5 19.5

1.50 18.0 20.5

2.00 19.0 21.5

3.00 20.5 22.5

5.00 22.5 24.0

Relative
Humidity, % 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Soybeans, % 7 8 9.5 10 12 14 18 24

Table 1
Equilibrium Moisture Content

Air at 60˚F and 70˚ F R.H. will dry soybeans to 12%, which is
adequate for one year's storage.
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Proper Moisture Levels For Safe Storage

Soybeans have a very high oil content, which makes
them more susceptible to spoilage than corn. The
following moisture levels are recommended to store
commercial soybeans on the farm:

• 13% is considered low enough for soybeans 
that will be stored during the winter months.

• 12% or less is recommended for soybeans that 
will be stored for up to one year.

• 11% or less is recommended for soybeans that will 
be stored for more than one year.

Overdrying to 9-10% increases the chances for safe
storage if the crop comes from the field in poor
condition due to weathering, heavy damage, or a high
percentage of fine material.

Soybeans that are going to be used for seed should
be stored at the following moisture contents:

• 12% or less is recommended for seed that is stored 
for one planting season.

• 10% or less is recommended for any seed that is 
carried over into a second season.

Storage Guidelines

Safe storage is dependent upon a good aeration
system that is well managed.

The preferred storage system is usually a bin equipped

with a full floor. Soybeans should be managed in storage
just like any other grain. Aeration systems should be
designed to provide 1/10 CFM/Bu. Grain should be
cooled whenever the temperature of the grain is 10˚F
above the outside air temperature, until the bin
temperature is down to 35˚- 40˚F. Aerate stored
soybeans to maintain a grain temperature of 50˚-60˚F in
the summer. Refer to Section 15 for more information on
the proper management of grain in storage.

An important point to remember is that if a large fan
is used on the storage bin, such as a fan used for corn
drying, that the airflow per bushel may be quite high.
Running the fan without proper management could
result in excessive overdrying or rewetting of the
soybeans. Care should be taken to run the fan only
when the weather conditions will prevent overdrying or
rewetting the grain.
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Grain sorghum, or milo, is a crop that is grown
mainly in the southern portion of Illinois and Western
Iowa. Milo is used as a rotation crop with soybeans, and
it is being used more and more as a substitute crop for
corn on many farms. For example, the harvested acreage
of milo in Illinois has increased rapidly from 60,000 acres
in 1975 to an estimated 270,000 acres in 1984(1). As a
result, more and more milo is being dried on the farm.

Harvesting Guidelines

Milo does not dry to a moisture content safe for
storage when left in the field, until it has been killed by a
frost or by a chemical. Waiting for a frost so you can
harvest at low moisture contents increases the chances
for high field losses due to bird, insects, molds, and bad
weather conditions.

Milo is considered to be mature at about 30%
moisture content. However, at moisture contents higher
than 25%, the seeds are too soft to withstand
combining. Most milo is harvested between 20-25%.

The allowable storage times are very similar for milo
and shelled corn, provided the milo kernels are in good
condition. Refer to Section 2 for the allowable storage
time table for shelled corn.

Drying Requirements

Systems designed for drying corn can be used to dry
milo. This includes high-temperature portable batch and
continuous-flow dryers, and all the in-bin drying
systems, including natural air systems. There are two
major concerns when drying milo; the first is the fire
hazard, and the second is static pressure.

Milo is considered to be a very dirty crop. The grain
will usually contain fairly large amounts of stalks and
leafy material, which can create a fire hazard. If possible,
the grain should be cleaned before drying to help
remove this trash. Cleaning wet milo can be difficult
though because of the juices which can coat the
cleaning screens.

The best method found for avoiding dryer fires is just
good housekeeping. The ground around the drying fan
should be kept clean of trash to prevent the fan from
sucking it into the burner. Check occasionally to be sure
that there is not a large amount of trash collecting under
the floor of the drying bin.

Column-type dryers should be emptied once a day
and inspected to be sure that there aren't pockets of
stalks and leafy trash hanging up in the dryer. Fine
materials can sift through the perforated inner dryer
screens and collect in a layer, where it can later catch
fire. The once-a-day inspection should also include
cleaning out the heat chambers of these dryers.

The small round milo kernel creates a much higher
resistance to airflow than the larger corn kernel. At a
given airflow rate, milo will create about 2.5 times as
much static pressure as shelled corn. Stirring devices will

help to lower static pressures and increase the airflow
rate of drying.

When drying in a system designed for corn, you must
operate with a shallower grain depth to prevent
overloading the system. This depth is normally two-
thirds to three-quarters the depth recommended for
shelled corn. For example, if a 6 foot depth of corn is
recommended for your system, then you should only
put 4 to 4.5 feet of milo in the bin. Milo will dry at
about the same rate as shelled corn, provided you have
the same amount of air and heat supplied to each
bushel. Controlling the grain depth, as mentioned
above, is very critical to produce the proper airflows.
Refer to the sections in this guide that relate to your
particular system to find the recommended operating
depths for shelled corn.

The maximum kernel temperature for milo that will
be used for seeds is 110˚F. Milo that will be used for feed
can have kernel temperatures up to 140˚F. Drying air
temperatures can range from 140˚F for in-bin systems to
200˚F for column-type dryers, as long as the maximum
kernel temperatures are not exceeded.

Drying Milo With Natural Air

Milo can be dried successfully using a natural air or
low-temperature drying system. The recommended
airflow rates per bushel for milo are identical to those
recommended for corn, provided that the milo is in
good condition.

Refer to Section 5 to find the recommended
maximum grain depths for corn for different initial
moisture contents, bin sizes, and fan combinations. Be
sure to reduce the maximum initial fill depth for each
moisture content by two-thirds to three-quarters in order
to maintain the required airflow rate per bushel when
drying milo.

Section 5 also discusses the proper management
procedures for a natural air/low-temperature drying
system. These same procedures apply when drying milo
with natural air.

SECTION XIII – DRYING GRAIN SORGHUM OR MILO

% Moisture, Milo 20 22 24 26

CFM/Bu. 1 2 3 4

Table 1
Airflow Requirements For Different Moisture Contents

Airflow rates increase as the moisture content increases.
Limit the grain depth to two-thirds to three-quarters the
recommended depth given for corn to maintain the
required airflow.
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Proper Moisture Levels For Safe Storage

The following moisture content levels are
recommended to safely store milo on the farm:

• 15% is recommended for milo that will be removed 
from storage before the start of summer.

• 14% is recommended for milo that will be stored for
up to one year.

• 13% is recommended for milo that will be stored for
more than one year.

Safe storage is dependent upon a good aeration
system that is well managed.

Storage Guidelines

Milo should be run through a grain cleaner before it is
placed into storage to remove excessive amounts of
trash. Trash can accumulate in small pockets in the
storage bin, which encourages insect and mold growth.
Generally, cleaning milo involves removal of the pieces of

stalks and leaves which are larger than the milo kernels
and not the removal of the fines.

Storage bins used for milo should have fans designed
to deliver at least 1/10 CFM/Bu. The aeration and
storage procedures are basically the same for corn.
Section 15 discusses proper grain management in more
detail.
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Wheat is a crop which has generally been allowed to
dry in the field to a moisture content safe for storage.
But, combining wheat at a higher moisture content can
move the harvest date ahead five to seven days. This is
especially important when double-cropping soybeans,
since each day of earlier planting can mean one-half to
one bushel per acre higher yield. If there is a period of
bad weather, drying wheat may allow you to finish the
harvest several weeks earlier. Combining wheat at higher
moisture contents helps to reduce kernel damage and
shatter losses at the combine header. Once wheat has
reached a dry condition while standing in the field, any
rewetting due to morning dew or rainy conditions will
consistently reduce the wheat's quality. Harvesting early,
along with drying, offers you one of the best alternatives
to maintaining top grain quality.

Harvest Guidelines – Wheat

Wheat can be harvested at moisture contents up to
24-25% with today's combines. Drying must be
completed quickly when the moisture content is in the
20-25% range, because the allowable storage time for
wheat is very short.

The moisture content of standing wheat may go up
and down daily as much as six points. This can happen
on days with a heavy early morning dew, followed by a
hot, breezy summer afternoon, and then high humidity
night time conditions. So, it's important that you have
an accurate moisture tester to determine the wheat's
actual moisture content.

Drying Requirements – Wheat

Any system designed to dry corn can be adapted to
dry wheat. This includes the column-type dryers and all
the in-bin drying systems. Because of the short allowable
storage time, it is very important that you maintain the
recommended airflow rates or all in-bin drying systems.

The resistance to airflow through wheat is

approximately 2.9 times that of shelled corn. The wheat
depth put in the drying bin must be reduced to one-half
to two-thirds the depth normally used for shelled corn to
maintain acceptable drying rates and static pressures.
For example, when the wheat depth is increased in a 24'
diameter bin from 4' to 8', with an airflow rate of 2 CFM
per bushel, the static pressure increases from .75" to
3.5". This is a 466% increase in static pressure that the
fan has to overcome. Stirring can help to reduce static
pressure and increase the airflow through wheat by as
much as 20%. (1)

With reduced grain depths, the drying rate will be
about the same as corn, provided the drying
temperature is the same. When batch drying wheat in a
bin, keep the batch depth about one-half to two-thirds
the depth normally used for corn. Layer drying of wheat
in bin requires either small temperature rises (15-20˚F) or
stirring to prevent overdrying of the wheat in the
bottom layers. When layer drying, reduce the wheat
depth as recommended to maintain airflow rates.

The maximum kernel temperatures for high-
temperature drying of wheat depends upon the
exposure time to the drying air. Heat damage is much
more likely to occur when the initial moisture contents
are high, because the heat must be applied for a longer
period of time to dry the grain. Thus, the higher the
initial moisture content, the lower the drying air
temperature should be for both commercial and seed
wheat. In general, the maximum kernel temperature for
wheat with an initial moisture content between 20-25%
should be 120˚F or less. For wheat with an initial
moisture content of 19% or less, the maximum kernel
temperature should be 140˚F or less. For seed wheat, the
kernel temperature should not exceed 110˚F, with 100˚F
or lower even safer. (2)

Many high-speed batch or continuous-flow column
dryers have drying airflow rates of 50-100 CFM per
bushel of corn. During the summer, additional heat may
not be required to dry wheat in these systems, because
of the warm summer temperatures. If heat is used, fire
the burners only for short time intervals or at a reduced
heat output rate for continuous burner operation.
Sample the grain directly from the heating section of the
dryer to check the maximum kernel temperatures.

Drying Wheat Using Natural Air

Natural air drying is the most common method of
drying wheat. The reliability of drying wheat with a
natural air system is best at moisture contents below
19%.

SECTION XIV – DRYING WHEAT AND OATS

Table 1
Allowable Storage Time For Wheat*

* Source: University of Manitoba
The allowable storage time for high moisture content wheat is very
short, because the warm temperatures that occur during the
summer encourage very rapid mold growth.

Grain Wheat Moisture, %
Temperature ˚F 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

Days Storage Time Allowed

50˚ – – 77 36 24 14 9
55˚ – – 55 25 15 10 6
60˚ – 108 40 18 11 7 4
65˚ – 80 30 13 8 5 3
70˚ – 55 21 9 5 3 2
75˚ 103 39 14 5 3 2 1
80˚ 70 27 10 3 2 1 1

Relative
Humidity, % 40 50 60 70 80 90

Wheat, % 10.4 11.5 12.5 13.7 15.3 17.7

Table 2
Equilibrium Moisture Contents

At 60˚F and 60% R. H., air will dry wheat to 12.5%, which is
adequate for one year's storage.
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Air is the key to natural air drying wheat without
spoilage. As in heated air drying, reduce the depth to
one-half to two-thirds the depth you would normally use
when natural air drying corn. A large amount of fines
will restrict airflow and make it necessary to reduce the
depth even more. Refer to Section 5 to find the
recommended maximum grain depths for corn for
different initial moisture contents, bin sizes, and fan
combinations.

It is important to keep wheat as cool as possible in a
natural air drying system to help prevent mold growth.
The use of supplemental heat can create more problems
than it solves. As the drying air temperatures are
increased, the rate of mold activity increases faster than
the drying rate. The rate of mold growth roughly
doubles with each 18˚F temperature rise.

Supplemental heat is used only when the initial mois-
ture contents exceed 19%, and then the temperature
rise should be held to a maximum of 20˚F. Turn the heat
off after the top layer tests 19% to prevent overdrying.

The fan on a natural air drying bin should run
continuously day and night, until the moisture content
reaches 15%. Until that level is reached, more total
drying occurs with the day-night operation. As long as
the moisture content remains above 15%, the primary
concern is to keep the fan running to keep the wheat
cool and extend the allowable storage time.

When the moisture content reaches 15%, drying can
be accomplished by running the fan only during the
daytime hours, when the relative humidities are low. This
should require no more than a week of daytime-only
operation to dry the wheat down to 13% moisture
content.

Storage Guidelines – Wheat

Wheat, in good condition (few cracked kernels or
fines), can be dried to 13% moisture for storage up to

one year, and one or two percentage points lower for
longer storage periods. If a large amount of fines are
present, run the wheat through a grain cleaner before
putting it into storage.

Storage bins used for wheat should have fans
designed to deliver at least 1/10 CFM per bushel.
Section 15 discusses proper grain management in more
detail.

Harvesting Guidelines – Oats

Oats is another crop that is usually allowed to dry in
the field to a moisture content safe for storage.
Combining oats at a higher moisture content offers
many of the same advantages as wheat. By starting at a
higher moisture content, you can help eliminate shatter
losses and prevent losses from wind or insects. Once oats
have been blown down in the field, field losses start to
increase very rapidly.

Oats can be harvested with a moisture content as
high as 25%, provided they are dried with heated air.
Oats that are going to be dried with natural air should
be harvested at a maximum moisture content of 20%.

Drying Requirements – Oats

Oats can be dried in any system designed for shelled
corn. The resistance to airflow through oats is
approximately double that for corn. Limit the grain
depth to two-thirds to three-quarters the depth normally
used for corn to maintain acceptable drying rates and
static pressure levels. Stirring will increase the airflow
through oats, just as it does for other crops.

Limit kernel temperatures for oats that will be used for
seed to 110˚F, with 100˚F or less being better. Oats that
will be used for feed should have a maximum kernel
temperature of 140˚F.

Drying Oats With Natural Air

Most oats are dried with natural air to a moisture
content safe for storage. Air at 60˚F and 70% relative
humidity will dry oats to 13% moisture content, which is
adequate for one year's storage. Supplemental heat
should be used only in periods of damp, wet weather,
and then limited to 15-20˚F temperature rise to prevent
overdrying.

The airflow requirements for oats would be very
similar to those recommended for wheat (Table 3).
Again, reduce the depth to two-thirds to three-quarters
the depth normally used for shelled corn. Refer to

July Harvest
Initial Grain Moisture Airflow, CFM/Bu.

16% 1
17% 1
18% 1
19% 2
20% 3
21% 5
22% 7
23% 9
24% 11

Table 3
Recommended Airflows and Moisture Contents
for Natural Air Drying Wheat

Wheat at moisture contents of 20% or more requires very high
airflow rates per bushel. Because of these very shallow grain
depths required to obtain these airflows, natural air drying may
not be the best alternative at these moisture contents.

Relative
Humidity, % 40 50 60 70 80 90

Oats, % 9.1 10.3 11.8 13.0 14.9 18.5

Table 4
Equilibrium Moisture Contents



Section 5 to find the recommended maximum grain
depths for corn for different initial moisture contents,
bin sizes, and fan combinations.

Storage Guidelines – Oats

Oats should be dried to 13% moisture content for
safe storage up to a year, and one to two points drier
for longer storage periods. Seed oats should be dried to
12% for safe storage.

Storage bins designed for oats should have fans
designed to deliver 1/10 CFM per bushel. Section 15
discusses proper grain management in more detail.
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Efficient operation of your grain drying system does
not stop when the grain leaves the dryer and is
transferred into storage. Grain is an investment, and it
doesn't make sense to let it go out of condition due to
poor management practices.

Storage problems usually result from improper
cooling, failure to inspect the grain frequently, poor
initial grain quality, or improper insect control. 

It's safe to say that more dried grain goes out of
condition because grain temperatures are not controlled
than for any other reason. Safe storage of dried grain
depends upon a good aeration system that is well
managed.

Aeration is ventilating the grain with only enough
airflow to keep the grain in its present condition. Once
grain spoilage begins, it accelerates rapidly partly
because of its self-generated heat and moisture. Aeration
helps prevent the problem from building up, then
eventually "snowballing."

Aeration can be divided into three categories: (1) safe
storage of dried grain, (2) cooling of warm grain and (3)
holding wet grain.

Most aeration falls into the first category. This is
especially important as the temperature changes. You
dry grain to keep it from spoiling, but you never dry to
0% moisture content, so moisture is always left in the
grain. If this moisture moves to one spot, rapid spoilage
can result.

During the late fall and early winter, the grain at the
top and near the bin walls cools fast, while the center
stays warm. This difference in temperature causes air to
circulate within the bin.

The cooler air along the walls drops, while the
warmer air in the center begins to rise. This creates air
circulation (as shown in Fig. 1). As the warm air meets
the cold upper layers of grain, condensation occurs. A
high moisture area in the center results. The problem is
compounded by the fines that are concentrated in this
area.

They retard the airflow in that area and also spoil

faster than whole kernels. 
To prevent this, keep the grain mass at the same

temperature. In other words, keep it near the outside
temperature.

The aeration rate for safe storage of dried grain
should be 1/10th cfm per bushel.

In-Storage Cooling

In-storage cooling is a way to increase your dryer's
capacity, and improve the quality of the grain. With in-
storage cooling, the grain is transferred hot from the
dryer to a storage bin. The cooling cycle is eliminated in
the dryer, which increases dryer capacity. By properly
sizing the aeration fan on the storage bin, cooling can
be delayed long enough to use the heat that is
contained in the grain to remove the final few points of
moisture. With in-storage cooling, you can remove 1 to
1-1/2 points of moisture in the storage bin, which also
increases dryer capacity. In-storage cooling reduces the
number of stress cracks that develop in the kernels
because of the delayed cooling process.

You should size aeration systems for a bin receiving
hot grain directly from a dryer based on two criteria.
First, figure 1/10th cfm per bushel for the whole bin full.
Next, calculate how much air you'll need to give 1/2 cfm
per bushel based on the amount of warm grain you add
daily. Then choose the larger of the two answers.

For example, assume you have a dryer capable of
drying 5,000 bushels per day and you are storing that
corn in a 16,000 bushel storage bin. 1/10 CFM per
bushel storage equals 1,600 CFM. 1/2 CFM per bushel
of daily dryer output would equal 2,500 CFM. Select a

SECTION XV – MANAGING DRY GRAIN IN STORAGE

Table 1
Comparative Estimates Of Energy Requirements And
Dryer Capacities When Drying Corn From 25.5% too
15.5% (1)*

Figure 1  Warmed air, with increased moisture-holding capacity,
rises near the center of the bin and absorbs moisture. As it
approaches the surface, moisture condenses on the cold grain,
creating a high moisture zone on top which will crust as shown.
This moisture migration can occur even when grain is dried to safe
storage moisture contents.

*These are estimates intended to help compare alternatives.
There is a wide variation in energy use from one system to
another. The high-speed drying comparisons are representative
of typical automatic batch or continuous-flow dryers removing
ten points of moisture.

**LP gas equals 70 cents per gallon. Electricity equals 6 cents
per KWH.

Change in
Gallons High-Speed

of KWH/ $ Per Dryer
Alternative LP/100 Bu. 100 Bu. 100 Bu.** Capacity

High Speed
Dryer With
In-Dryer 20 10 $14.60 –
Cooling

In-Storage
Cooling 17.5 8 $12.73 35% more
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fan that delivers 2,500 CFM when the bin is full. It may
be turned on immediately or left off for 1-2 hours, until
the drying floor is evenly covered. This assures that the
air will be distributed evenly throughout the bin. Be sure
to run the cooling fan long enough to cool the entire
grain bin.

A full drying floor is preferred to allow the airflow to
spread over the whole bin area. Duct systems have been
used successfully to cool warm grain by first putting in a
layer of cooled, dry grain a few feet thick. This layer
spreads the airflow to let all the warm grain that's being
added contact the cooling air.

Holding Wet Grain

An airflow rate of 1 cfm per bushel is recommended
for keeping wet grain. A wet holding structure for filling
a dryer that is sized to hold more than one day of drying
is included in this category. Because of the high moisture
content, the grain warms up rapidly. The aeration
attempts to keep the grain temperature constant, thus
giving its full allowable storage time. Even at this high
airflow rate, you must closely observe the wet grain.

Upward Versus Downward Airflow

Downward airflow is common since spoilage usually
begins at the top surface. The grain that's in trouble is
the first to be "treated" by the fresh air. This direction
also eliminates roof condensation. Its uniformity of
airflow has no significant advantage. 

It's very, very important to have adequate roof
openings if you use downward airflow. Even small 12"
diameter fans have been known to collapse bin roofs.
This usually occurs during wet, cold weather  when the
moist incoming air begins condensing and freezing on
the air inlets. The ice plugs the opening, causing roof
failure.

Air pushed upwards is preferable since direction
doesn't affect the airflow distribution. This also eliminates
any future potential weather-related problems.

All drying bins used upward airflow. It's not practical
to reverse the direction for aerating or to add small
aeration fans to pull air down. Drying fans work fine, and
you do not need to operate them as long as smaller
aeration fans.

Fan Operation Time (2)

The length of time that you must operate the aeration
fan for one cooling or warming cycle to completely pass
through the grain depends upon the aeration rate
(CFM/Bu.) and the time of year. Aeration rates for farm
storage usually range from 1/10 CFM/Bu. to over 1
CFM/Bu. in bins set up for drying.

Cooling Grain For Winter Storage

Be sure to fill the storage bin with high quality grain.
Fines and broken kernels tend to segregate into one
spot. They are more likely to mold because they are
broken and they tend to restrict airflow. Use a grain
spreader to level the grain and distribute the fines. Use a
grain cleaner if necessary.

Aerate to cool the grain to 35˚-40˚F for winter
storage. Start an aeration cycle whenever the average
day-night air temperature is 10-15˚F cooler than the
grain. Run the aeration fan until the temperature of the
whole grain bin has been equalized.

This aeration cycle must be repeated every time the
outside temperature drops another 10-15˚F on the
average. It may take as many as three cooling cycles in
the fall to properly cool the grain for winter storage.

With low airflow rates (1/5 CFM/Bu. or less), you
don't have to worry about outdoor humidity. Keep the
fan running even if the outdoor humidity is high for a
day or two. Any rewetting during these damp periods
helps offset any overdrying that occurred during dry
weather. With high airflow rates (1/4 CFM/Bu. or more),
each cooling cycle is short enough that aeration can be
delayed a day or two to avoid warm, high humidity
conditions. Keeping the grain cool is the main concern.
If there are any signs or heating or hot spots, no matter
what the season or the weather, run the fan continuously
until the grain has cooled completely.

Do not cool grain below freezing. Frozen chunks of
grain can plug unloading systems and restrict airflow. It's
also very difficult to rewarm frozen grain in the spring
without forming condensation on the grain. If you
should freeze the grain, start warming it as soon as the
air temperature is 10˚F warmer than the grain to avoid
condensation.

Table 2

Times are based on 60 pound bushels in the Midwest at 10˚-15˚F
temperature changes. Run the fan until the temperature of the
whole grain bin has equalized.

Fall Winter Spring
Airflow Rate Cooling Cooling Warming

CFM/Bu. Hours Hours Hours

1/10 150 200 120
1/5 75 100 60
1/4 60 80 48
1/3 45 61 36
1/2 30 40 24
3/4 20 27 16
1 15 20 12

1-1/4 12 16 10
1-1/2 10 13 8
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Managing Stored Grain During The Winter

During the winter, you should run the aeration fan to
maintain the grain's temperature at 35-40˚F. When you
run the fan, pick a clear, crisp day, when the air and the
grain are at about the same temperature.

Get in the bin and inspect the grain at least every
two weeks during the winter. Set a regular day of the
week and time of the day to check grain to avoid
forgetting.

Check the grain by climbing into the bin. Watch for
small changes that indicate future problems. Check the
surface for signs of crusting, wet, sticky or frozen grain
Look at the bin roof for evidence of present or past
condensation. Check the grain temperature, look for hot
spots, and probe for hard spots. Run the fan to smell the
exhaust air. Musty smelling air is a sure sign that
spoilage is starting to occur.

If the grain begins to go out of condition, start to
aerate continuously right away. Run the fan as long as
the outdoor air is not more than 10˚F above the grain
temperature. If serious heating is occurring, run the fan
day and night, regardless of weather and temperature,
until the heating has stopped. If spoilage continues,
move the grain.

Warming Grain In The Spring

Warming the grain in the spring prevents moisture
migration from occurring, which can cause high
moisture pockets that may spoil. Warming also thaws
any frozen grain and helps to prevent condensation
from forming on the kernels.

Start the fan when the average outdoor temperature
is 10-15˚F above the grain temperature. Run the fan
continuously until the warming front has moved
completely through the grain. Stopping midway almost
guarantees moisture will condense on the kernels and
encourage spoilage. Repeat the warming cycle as
needed to bring the grain temperature up to 50-60˚F.

Managing Stored Grain During The Summer

Check the grain weekly during the summer months.
Aerate as needed if heating occurs, but try to warm the
grain above 50-60˚F. Run the fans on cool days or
during the night, when the temperatures are cooler, to
keep the grain at the proper temperature.

Controlling Insects During Storage

If insects are allowed to live and multiply in stored
grain, the costs that you will incur due to the loss in
value can be far greater than any of the drying costs.
Foreign material and fines make it easier for insects to
grow and multiply. With a high level of foreign material,
insects can survive at moisture contents as low as 10%.
Grain that is run through a grain cleaner stands a much

better chance of staying insect-free.
There are two options for controlling stored grain

insects. You can apply a preventive treatment when the
grain is stored, or use a rescue treatment after the
insects are established in the grain. Preventive
treatments reduce the damage to the grain and are
about ten times cheaper than rescue treatments.
Preventive treatments will usually give control for about
one year, while rescue treatments with liquid fumigants
have no residual effect.

A good plan for effective preventive treatment is as
follows:

1)  Start by cleaning the bin thoroughly. Remove 
dust and debris from walls, floor and 
ceiling. If possible, clean under drying floors.

2)  Spray Malathion (one pint Malathion 5E in 3-5 
gallons of water) to the point of runoff on all 
inner surfaces of the bin.

3)  Be sure all grain harvesting and handling 
equipment is clean. Run bin unloading augers 
to ensure that they are cleaned out.

4)  Use a soil sterilant to control weeds around the 
outside of the bin to help control rodents and 
to make it easier to clean up any spilled grain.

5)  To keep Indian Meal Moth larvae under control, 
apply Dipel Dust to the last load going into the 
bin. Dipel must be in the top 4-5 inches of the
grain. Level the grain in the bin after loading. A 
Dichlorvas resin strip can be hung in the 
airspace over the grain to keep the Indian Meal 
Moth out of the grain.

6)  All application rates should be taken from the 
product labels.

If insects do become a problem, you can use the
following rescue treatment. If Indian Meal Moth larvae
become a problem, start the treatment by removing the
webbing on the surface. Apply 1/3 the labeled Dipel
rate on the surface and rake it into the top four inches
of the grain. Apply another 1/3 rate and rake it in. Apply
the final 1/3 rate and leave it on the surface. Attach one
Dichlorvas resin strip per 1,000 cubic feet of airspace
over the grain. The Dipel Dust and the resin strip will
give two-fold control, getting the larva and the moth
respectively.

If the grain becomes infested with insects after it is in
storage, fumigation will be necessary. Grain fumigants
are potentially very harmful. Follow all safety precautions
when using liquid grain fumigants. When released, the
fumigant turns to a gas and slowly sinks through the
grain mass. For better control, bin doors, vents, and
hatches should be covered with heavy plastic and sealed
with tape. Post warning signs at all bin entrances. After



fumigating, open the roof hatch and force air through
the bin. It is very important to follow the label directions
when fumigating grain. Fumigation kills all insects and
fungi present in the grain, but it does not give residual
control. Check fumigated bins for re-infestation at regu-
lar intervals.

Preventing good grain from becoming invaded by
insects is relatively simple and a lot less costly than
trying to rescue the grain. Grain that is properly dried
and aerated should remain free of insect damage if a
good, preventive treatment program is followed.
Efficient crop drying includes good management
practices once the grain is placed in storage.
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DON’T TAKE CHANCES
Here are two situations when you should NOT enter a bin.

Stay out when grain is bridged. 
Bridged grain may collapse and bury you.

Stay out when grain is being removed. 
In seconds, you can get trapped under flowing grain.
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